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THE WlVIO
The World Meteorological Organization (W.iliO) is a specialized agency of the United
Nations of which 132 States and Territories are Members.

It was Cl'cated :
to facilitate interuational co*operation in the establishment of networks of stations and
centres to provide meteorological services and observations I
to promote the establishment and maintenance of systems for the rapid exchange of
meteorological information,
to promote standardizatiun of meteorological observations and ensure the uniform
publication of observations and statistics,
to further the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping, agriculture, and other
human activities,
to encourage rcsparch alld training III meteorology.

The machinery of the Organization consists of the following bodies:
The World 1'vleteorological Congress, the supreme body of the Organization, brings
together the delegates of all Members once every four years to determine general policies for
the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, to adopt Technical Regulations relating
to international meteorological practice and to determine the W:MO programme.
The Executive Committee is composed of 24 directors of national meteorological services
and meets at least once a year to conduct the activities of the Organization and to implement
the decisions taken by its .Members in Congress, to study and make recommendations on
matters affecting international meteorology and the operation of meteorological services.
The six Regional Associations (Africa, Asia, South America, North and Central America,
South·\Vest Pacific and Europe), which are composed of Member Governments, co-ordinate
meteorological activity within their respective regions and examine from the regional point
of view all questions referred to them.
The eight Technical Commissions composed of experts designated by Members are
responsible for studying the special technical branches related to meteorological observation,
analysis, forecasting and research as well as to the applications of meteorology. Technical
Commissions have been established for synoptic meteorology, climatology, instruments and
methods of observation, atmospheric sciences, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural
meteorology, hydrometeorology and maritime meteorology.
The Secretariat, located at Geneva, Switzerland, is composed of an international scientific,
technical and administrative staff under the direction of the Secretary-General. It undertakes
technical studies, is responsible for the numerous technical assistance and other technical
co-operation projects in meteOl'ology throughout the world aimed at contributing to economic
development of the countries concerned. It also publishes specialized technical notes, guides,
manuals and reports and in general acts as the link betl\'een the meteorological services of the
world. The Secretariat works in close collaboration with the United Nations and other
specialized agencies.
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FOREWORD

The Annex to Resolution 14 (Cg-III) adopted by the World Meteorological Congress
in April 1959, contains some general directives on various fields of activity in the WMO
programme for the Third Financial Period (1960-1963).
In the field of application of
meteorology to shipping, Congress decided that lithe technical commissions concerned
should stUdy methods of- foreoasting the state of the sea on the basis of meteorological
datal!.

This was accordingly

the topic· chosen for the scientific lectures delivered at

a special conference during the third session of the Commission for Maritime Meteorology
(Utrecht, 1960).
.
Lectures were delivered by Mr. J.J. Scbule, Dr. K. Terada, Dr. H. Walden a~ Mr.
G. Verploegh and the text of these lectures is reproduced in this Technical Note. Mr. J.
Darbyshire also gave a lecture on "Prediction of sea and swell conditions in the North
Atlantic Ocean" at the conference but it is not included since it has been submitted for
publication in a scientif~c Journal.
I should like to take this opportunity of expresping to the authors of these
papers the deep appreciation of the World Meteorological Organization for the time and
effort they have devoted in preparing their respective parts of this Note.

(D.A. Davies)
Secretaire general
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Swnmary

The purpose of Mr~ Sohulels paper on I'Struoture and speotrum of ocean waves" 1s to
provide general information on the wind-generated gravity wave spectrum, with special reference to problems encountered 1n wave foreoasting. It is intended to serve as an introduotion to the other contributions.

The lecture by Dr. Terada on lithe present !State- of m~asurl;lment and analysis of wave!;)
in Japan" gives some results of the analysis of waves observed currently at the ooastal
stations. For the quantitative analysis . cf waves, various wave meters were constructeQ and
recently a remote reading wave "meter proved suitable for routine work. Th~ special instrument for ~o~rier analysis of wave. recordings is introduced.,
The paper presented by Dr. Walden deals with the subject of "Forecasting wind"-generated waves tl • The effect on the sea of the Wind depends on various factors: wind velocitYJ
length of wind field (or fetch), duration of wind, temperature difference between air and
water J- movement of wind field (or fetch) and- its reiation to the direction and force of the
wind. Various methods and graphs for asoertaining the signifioant height and periOd of the
sea from th~se faotors are briefly discussed. For f9recaating the "~ea~t J meteorological
prebaratics are neoessary. As soon as the effect of the win~ ceases, the se~ begins to
change into swell. The paper describes means for calcUlating the attenuation of the swell
when it moves to other sea areas.

Mr. Verploeghls paper disou~ses' the question.of "APp iic.ation of wave fore~asting t~
ship operations". Wave forecasts provide basic information on the planning of two kinds of
ship operations I "Witterung navigation" (Rodewald) or "weather routing" (as it is called
in the U.S.A.) which implies long-term planning, and "weather navigation" (Rodewald) which
involves immediate and temporary action.
tn~eather routing of shipsJ which is fundamentally a strategic operation J extended
forecasts should include a delineation of areas where waves unfavourably affect the ship.
Study of the location of these: "danger areas'l, their development and movement over a period
of three days or possibly longer J and the speed and stability of the ship, will lead to a
recommended route Which, in a relative sense J should give the ship the most eoonomic voyage.
As the reliability o~ the forecasts partly depends on the weather itself, the strategy for
ship routing varies from voyage to voyage. Sometimes the "danger areas" may b.e located far
enough in the future to permit reasonably aocurate determination of the route to be followed
for the first three days or longer; sometimes a fundamental ignorance of future weather developments requires ample precautionary meaSUres.

An example of a simple weather route is added.
Tactical ship operations aiming at direct improvement of sea conditions encountered
or shortly to be encountered (" weather navlgationU ) require information on height J period
and direction of the surrounding wave systems and their short-term prognoses.
Transmission of both actual and prognostic wave charts to the ship appears to be an
indispensable aid.
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Resume

L'expose de M. Schule sur

If

La structure et Ie spec-t.re des vagues de llocean" est des-

tine a fournir des renseignements generaux sur Ie spectre des vagues creees par Ie vent
traite" en particulier" des problemes poses par la prevJsJon des vagues.
dilation aux autres communications.

et

II sert d1intro-

Dans son expose sur "L 1 etat actuel de la mesure et de llanalyse des vagues au Japan"J
M. Terada indique quelques resultats de 11 analyse des vagues observees aux stations o8-tieres.
On a constrult divers appareils de roesure pour llanalyse quantitative des vagues et on a rois

au point dernierement Ull .instrument de telemesure pouvant @tre employe dans 1es travaux ODUrants. Llauteur decrit egalement un instrument specialement con9u pour I'analyse Fourier
des donnees relatives aux vagues.
.
La communication presentee par M. Waldefl. traite de ilIa prevision des vagues engendrees par Ie vent ll • LI ef'f'et du vent sur 11 etat de la mer depend de divers facteurs: vitesse
du ventI longueur de llaire generatrice (fetch), duree d'action du vent, difference de
temperature entre llair et Ie vent J deplacement de llaire generatrice et ses r~lations avec
la direction et Ia force du vent. Llauteur passe brievement en revue divers diagrammes et
methodes permettant de determiner la hauteur et 13. periocte si[",nlficatives des vagues. Pour
Ia prevision de la "mer ll l il est necessaire de disposer de cartes meteorologiques prevues
dianalyse isobarique. Des que lleffet du vf::nt cesse l la Ir mer " commence a. se transformer en
houle. L'auteur deerit quelques moyens permettant de calculer llamortissement de la houle
lorsqulelle se deplace vel'S q1autres regions maritimes.
_/
La communication de M. Verploegh a pour titre lIApplication de Ia prevision des vagues
a. Ia navigation rnaritime lt • r~s previsions de vagues.fournissent des renseignements de base
pour deux techniques utilisees ·en navigation maritime: d1une part J l~ "Witterung navigation ll
(Rodewald) ou "weather routing" (comme cela slappelle aux Etats-;-Unis), clest_a._dire la mise
en route meteorologique de navires J qui ilnplique l'elaboration de plans a long terme et,
"i'autre part, Ie IIweather navigation ll (Rodewald") ou "navigation rneteorologique ll qui comporte
des mesures immediates et temporaires.

Dans Ia mise en route meteorologique de navires , qui est essentiellement une opera-tion strategiqU8, les previsions a rnoyenne echeance doivent notamment delimiter les zones ou
les vagues exercent un effet defavorable sur 1es performances du navire. En etudiant llemplacement de ces zones "dangereuses ll J leur evolution et leur deplacement au cours dlune periode de trois jours oU J si possible J pendant une periode plus longue, et en tenant compte
de Ia vitesse et de la stabilite du navire, on sera en mesure de recommander la route la
plus rationnelle et la plus economique. Comme la sOrete des previsions depend en partie du
temps lui-m@me, Ie plan strategique varie d1un voyage a. 11autre. Quelquefols lesr~ones dangereuses ll sont assez eloignees dans Ie temps pour· que lion puisse determiner avec une precision suffisante la route a suivre pendant les trois premiers jours ou pendant une periode
plus longue. Parfoi&, du fait que lion ignore Itevolution future du temps, il est necessaire de prendre toute une serie de mesures de precautions,

VIII
L1expose donne un exemple de route meteorologique simple.
Pour les operations tactiques visant une amelioration directe des conditions de 1a
ll
mer que Ie navire renoontre ou va renoontrer sous peu ("navigation meteorologique ), il faut
disposer de renseignements sur la hauteur, 1a periode et la direotion des systemes de vagues
se propageant au voisinage du navire, et de previsions a breve eoheance sur ces elements.
II semble indispensable de transmettre au navire des cartes d'analyse et des cartes
prevues.
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Resumen

El trabaJo del Sr. Schule sabre lila estructura y e1 espectro de las alas del oceano ll
esta destinado a proporcionar informacion general sabre e1 espectro de las alas creadas par
e1 viento y trata, en particular, de los problemas que plantea la prevision de las alas.
Sirve, adem~s, de introducci6n a otras comunicaciones.
En BU trabajo sabre e1 "Estado actual de la medici&n y e1 am{lisls de las alas en
e1 Japan", e1 Sr. Terada indioa algunos de los resultados del andlisis de las alas observadas en las estaniones costeras. Se han construfdo diversos aparatos de medicion para e1
analisis Quantitativa de las olas·y ultimamente se ha preparado un instrumento de medicion
a distancia que se puede utilizar en trabajos corrientes. El autor describe tambien un
instrumento especialmente concebido para el analisis de los datos relativos a las olas por
el metoda Fourier.

La comunicaci&n presentada par el Sr. Walden trata de "La prevision de las .olas originadas par el vi"enta". El influjo del v:tento sobre el estado del mar depende de diversos
factores : velocidad del viento J longitud del area generadora (fetch)J duraei&n de la aecion
del viento J diferencia de temperatura entre e1 aire y e1 viento, desplazamiento del area
generadora y sus.relaciones can la direccion y la fuerza del viento. El autor pasa revista
brevemente a varios diagramas y metodos que permiten determinar la altura y el perfodo signlficativos de las olas. Para los pronostieos del "mar de vlento ll es neeesario disponer de
cartas meteorologicas previstas de analisis isob~rioo. Al oesar e1 efeoto del viento, el
lI maru empieza a transformarse en mareJadilla.
El autor describe algunos metodos que permiten calcular el amort1guamiento de la marejadil1a al desplazarse haoia otras reg10nes rnarftimas.

La comunlcac1on del Sr. Verploegh se titula "Aplicacion de los pronosticos de olas
ala navegaci&n mar!tima". Los pronosticos de olas proporcionan informacion que sirve de
base en dos metodos utilizados para la navegac10n maritima : par una parte, 1a "Witterung
navigationll (Rodewald) 0 "Weather routing" (que es el nombre que se Ie da en los Estados
Unidos~, 0 sea la determinacion meteorol&gica de la ruta de los buques, 10 que imp11aa la
elaborac1on de planes a largo plazo J y, por otra parte" la "weather navigationll (Rodewald)
o Tlnavegac10n meteorolegica", que entrana la adopcion de medidas inmediatas y temporales.
En la determinacion meteoralogica de la ruta de los buques J que es una operacion
esencialmente estrategica J los pronost1cos a plazo'medio deben delimitar concretamente las
zonas donde las olas ejercen un efecto desfavorable sabre e1 rendimiento del buque. Con e1
estudio de esas "zonas peligrosas" J de su evoluaien y desp1azamiento a 10 largo de un perfodo de tres d!as, 0 de un perfodo mayor si fuese posible, y tenlendo en cuenta 1a velocidad
y la estabilidad del bu~ueJ se podra recomendar la ruta mas racional y mas eaonomica. Como
la seguridad de los pronosticos depende en parte del tiempo mismo J el plan estrategico varfa
de un viaje al otro. A veces, las I1zonas peligrosas 'l estan 10 sufic1entemente alejadas en
el tiempo para que se pueda determinar con precision suficiente cual es la ruta que se ha
de seguir durante los tres primeros dfas a durante un perfodo aun mas largo. A veces J 51
se ignora la futura evolucion del tiempo, es necesario adoptar una serie de medidas de precaucion.
En esa exposieion se da un ejempl0 de ruta meteorologioa sencilla.

Para las operaciones taeticas que tienden a la mejora directa del estado del mar que
se encuentra, a que se va a encantrar al eabo de poco tiempo C'navegaoion rneteorologica")
hay que disponer de informaoiones sabre la altura, el perfodo y la direccion de los sistemas
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RESUMEN

de alas que se propagan en las proximidades del buque, y de pron&sticos a corto plazQ sabre
esos elementos.
Pareoe indispensable la transm:1.s1on al buque de cartas de amtlisis y de cartas previstas.

STRUCTURE AND SPEXlTRUM OF OCEAN WAVES

by

John J. Schule
Perhaps a definition of ocean waves is 1n order. There are as many definitions as
there are questioners. About the closest the author can come is : Ocean waves are irregular,
moving bumps and hollows on the ocean surface. This is quite different from what a classical
physicist means by "wavell - his definition implying a regularly recurring sinusoidal motion.
Immediately, we have a problem; the extreme difficulty of applying classical wave theory to
the study of ooean waves, since it 1s necessary to define them thus.
Next, we should realize that waves are caused by wind, and that study of wave forecasting involves two questions :

Il

(1)

What happens to the sea surface when the wind blows over the water ? and

(2)

What happens to the waves after the wind stops blowing, or when the waves move away
from where the wind is blowing ?

These questions will be recognized as relating to the difference between "sea"
swell It, which has already been discussed sufficiently.

and

It is also important to note that, so far as wave motion is concerned, the ocean is a
dispersive medium, in that the velocity at which a wave advances is a function of its period
or length - the longer the period the faster the wave travels.
As to the theoretical basis for wave forecasting, the physical prooesses by which
waves are generated are not fUlly understood. The mathematical equations governing the motions of this irregular ocean surface have never been completely solved. We know that energy
is imparted to the wave by the tangential and normal stress components of the wind. Part of
this energy is dissipated in wave motion by eddy viscosity and by breaking wave crests. If
the energy input exceeds the energy dissipated, the wave grows; if the energy input equals
the energy dissipated, a fully developed sea exists.
Physical theories for calcUlating generation and growth of wind waves must be based
on thorough knowledge of both energy transfer from w+nd to waves and the rate of dissipation of energy in different phases of wave development. Currently there is no satisfactory
theory to completely explain the growth of wave motion as related to the action of the wind.
For practical purposes, methods based mainly on direct observation and partly on theory have
been traditionally used for all wave forecasting techniques.
When the first wave prediction models were developed, the only ones available for
were the classical ones. Most of these had been developed and perfected by the mid 1800's when the great physioists in England and on the Continent were very
interested in difficult and conlplex physical problems. These models were based on the concept of a single, regularly recurring, sinusoidal-type wave. Some of the basic comsiderations of these early investigators are shown in. Figure 1. In addition to the above-mentioned
problem concerning the lack of solutions to the energy transfer equations, Figure 1 shows
another main problem in early wave forecasting, viz., the knOWledge that the sea surface
is so irregular that a definite period and height cannot be assigned to it. Knowing this,
pioneers in early wave prediction equations realized that, while they were using a very regular model, they were actually forecasting a statistical property of the waves - hence the
terms significant height and significant period.
ma~matical investigations

cia~

Any prediction technique entails forecas~ing both sea and swell, as well as other speparameters of wave motion. Figure 2 shows that this requires compromise with the
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theoretical model of a regular sinusoidal Wave. The fact that the wave height and period
can undergo changes not in keeping with the regularity of the model oompels us tooonsider
the possibility of growing, deoaying, or shoaling waves. This inhibited early wave forecasting owing to lack of a suitable model correctly representing th~ actual oharacter of
the sea. Early forecast graphs served their purp0~eJ but for further development, a new approach was required in view of the fact that the sea is actually confused, irregular, shortcrested, and sometimes chaotic.
Many different approaches to this question were proposed and discarded before the
development of present conoepts; e.g., if the characteristics of a small section ,of the
sea surface are recorded by means of a theoretically precise wave meter, an equation correctly representing that particular section could be formed by means of very refined harmonic analysis. From the forecasting viewpoint, mathematical exercise 1s all one could expect
from this. The short recording period, the small area, and the fact that this particul~r
sea surface condition will never occur again, all render impossible such an explicit solution.

One could divide the wave recording into individual waves, caloulate the wave function
for each and assume that the wave recording conslsts of the sum of these functions. This is
unrealistic, since one cannot assume that a single piece or indtv~dual wave of-a sine wave
is the same thing as a sine wave itself, which repeats itself ad infinitum. If such a small
piece were generated in a wave tank, it would change its shape completely within a few feet.
The most accepted current approach was developed gradually through the perseverance
of Deacon, RUdnick, Barber, Ursell, Pierson, Neumann, and others. It was concluded that
waves should be studied by means of probability models, and wave records analyzed by statistical techniques. Some apprOXimate sea surface features are :

(1) The sea surface may be regarded as the sum of an infinite number of classical sine
waves a-s shown in Figure 3, each having a different period The amplitude of each sine wave
can be taken as being very low. In some places, the crests of many sine waves combine to
give high waves. In others, especially Where the crests of different wave trains are out of
phase, they may result in loW waves. It can be shown, when
the number of sine'waves is large enough and the heights
small enough, that a fairly realistic picture of the sea
surface can be obtained.
a

"

(2) These sine waves never add to exactly the same sum
twice. The phase is therefore random in nature so that the
wave recording itself is completely unpredictable. However,
the statistical
properties of a recording are pr~dictable
even though the recording itself is unpredictable:
If the
same sine waves with the same heights recur, the wave recording itsel~ will be different, but the statistical properties
of the recording remain the same" resulting in prediction of
the latter.

This property of random phase permits this type of
prediction. If a linear process is assumed, then it can be
shown that the wave recording approximates to a Gaussian
process, and the distribution of amplitudes can be inferred.
Quantities such as distribution of wave heights are
not the best statistical representations of wave conditions.
It would be much better to have a representation of the manner in which wave energy is distributed with reference to
wave_ periods. From such quantities, one could learn sometbdng
about height distribution, since energy . is proportional to

4
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the square of the height, and about period distribution.
wave energy with periods is called the spectrum.

The function of the variation of

A schematic representation of the entire Bea surface spectrum (Figure 4) will 'show how
the waves of interest fit into the picture.
Figure 5 is a schematio spectrum of a portion of the sea surface. The following points
are of interest :
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(ll The area under the curve represents energy; the abscissa 1s frequency, and since
energy 1s propo~tional to A2, and the area of each rectangle is energy, then the ordinate
must have the dimensions ft 2 seconds. This has nothing to do with aotual wave height.
(~)
som~times

The area under the entire curve 1s the total energy in the wave syst~m. This is
designated E. Each rectangle, therefore, might be called an increment of a, A E.

(3) If the spectrum for a given area is known, then. swell conditions can be inferred
for other areas. Since each component or period travels with a different velocity in a dispersive medium this Wave system will spread out in time, 60 that only ~ of the componentB
are present at anyone place at any one tl~e. These can be calculated. Swell waves are more
regular than sea, owing to a narrower band width resulting in fewer components~
(~) The spectrum can be calculated approximately, even if only a small portion of a
recording is available. The exact spectrum cannot be determined since it is a statistical
quanti ty, but the estimates are of useful accuracy •.

What can be learnt frcm the spectrum? The distribution of amplitudes has already been
This is also an approximation, since the Gaussian distribution mentioned earlier
depends on a linear assumption; however, nonlinear effects do occur. If one assumes linearity, the distribution of wave heights is approximately a function of E, the total energy
under the spectrum. This is only approximate and can be shown to be more nearly theoreti. cally true .for narrow band widths than for wide band widths. This distribution is shown in
Figure 6. With regard to periods, the problem Is mOre complicated, because there are two
types z spectral periods which are true wave components continually rec~rring one after
mentione~.
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another and periods of the wave recording, which are apparent periods resulting from summa-

tion of the spectral components. Prediction of this distribution 1s desired. Such a wave
recording might appear as in Figure

7.

PeriOds of the wave recording can be defined in any manner, since they are not periods
in a true sense. It is usual to define them as the time between zero upcrosses 01' downorosses. The distribution of these periods in the wave recording is theoretically unknown,
although some of its properties have been calculated. However, the mean apparent period can
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FIGURE 6
be calculated since something is known of the empirical distribution. It shoula also be
stated that the mean apparent period does not coincide with the period of maximum energy it is generally a lower period.
Another important point is the question of direction. Since the wind blows from many
directions within a sector in addition to being gusty, it is normal to expect that waves
will show the same variability in direction. The energy, therefore, is being propagated not
only in one directlon, but 1n a spectrum of directions. The result is a two-dimensional
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spectrum ,of frequency and direction, rather than a one-dimensional spectrum of frequency
alone. 'Very complioated experiments are being conducted in order to discoVer-the nature of
this two-dimensional spectrum. One can understand that, for prediotion of swell, knowledge
of the directional spectrum is just as important as knowledge of the frequency spectrum.

I

IOSECONDS

FIGURE 7 PERIODS OF A WAVE RECORD
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FIGURE 8 SPECTRA FOR DEVEI.OPED SEA

What does all this mean in terms of prediction? For the sake of completeness, it
should be noted that the major problem is acquiring a knowledge of the two-dimensional spectrum in terms of wind parameters. There is much activity in this field and several possibLe
solutions "have· been proposed. Figure 8 shows one. This figure is the conception of
Dr. Neumann of New York University on the fully developed sea for 20, 30 and 40 knot winds.
Other proposed spectra are at variance with this particular oneJ however, continuing research
. is apparently bringing the different schools of thought closer together.
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THE PRESENI' STATE OF WAVE MEASUREMENI' AND ANALYSIS IN JAPAN
by

Kazuhiko Terada

1.
The Japanese Meteorological Agenoy now maintains various weather stations, among them
stations on the coast. Some of these coastal stations make visual observations of wind
waves and swell and among them there are stations which have been making observations for
the last 20 years. Such data are very useful for analysis of the state of the sea. Recently
Dr. S. Uuok! of the Meteorological Research Institute of JMA has inves·tigated this problem
in order to clarify the general aspects of wind waves and swell.

For the visual observations for routine use, a simple scale of wind waves and swell
has been adopted, as in Table 1. Observations are made once a day at 10 a.m., according to
this scale.
Table 1

Scale

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Wind waves
(heights, rn)

0

0-0.5

0.5-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-6

6-9

9-14

14-

0

0-2
0-200 200-

200-

0-100

•

Swell (height, rn)
(length, rn)

-

2 - 4
0-100 100-200

4 100-200

confused
200-

There might be certain ambiguities in the observed data which depend on personal
error and the effect of coastal geography. Furthermore the data obtained may not necessarily contain the higher values of wind waves and swell~ since these observations are made at
a fixed h0ur and only once a day. Therefore the data require careful analysis.
In the following an attempt is made to show some results of these observations in
order to give a rough idea of wind waves and swell near Japan. Figures lA and IE show the
number of days when high wind waves and swell over 2 m are observed. From these figures and
the statistical results of observations we may conclude that :
(a)

The Pacific side of southern Japan certainly has the roughest sea around Japan.
The
mean height attains 120-150 em owing to. the fact that the f~tch and duration of wind
are likely to become frequently remarkably large. Actual waves over 2 rn l including
high wind waves and swell l occur almost one hundred days a year.

(b)

On the Pacific side of eastern Japan l the sea is considerably milder than
in the
preceding region l and swell 1s more conspiouous than wind waves. The northern coasts
of the Sea of Japan show rather high wind waves and swell I while the southern coasts
of the Sea of Japan are somewhat milder.
.

Comparing the wave data with meteorological datal Dr. Unoki has made a statistical
study of the duration of high waves. He has s~own that waves over 2 rn have a maximum duration of about four days on the Pacific side and during typhoons I but. in oyclones the duration
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is generally less than two days.
Next, the annual variation in sea roughness at some stations is shown in Figure 2.
According to the figure, for the greater part of the oountry, the Bea is remarkably rough
1n winter due to the strong monsoons, while at stations facing the Pacific, -very roughstates are. observed during the summer owing to typhoons. For example, at Shionomisaki, high
waves over 2 m occurred for as much as twenty-eight days during-August 1959 owing to several
consecutive typhoons. As against that, at HachiJoJima, high wind waves continu~ for twenty,
days or more per month in winter monsoons.
.
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Figure 1

2.
The above results were obtained from careful analysis of several years I visual
observations at the weather stations, but these results are only qualitative. ~itherto various trial wave meters were constructed in Japan in order to obtain quantitative data for
waves and swell.
The simplest wave meter is a mechanical wave gauge: an iron pipe, closed at the upper
end and open at the lower, is placed vertically in the sea. The pressure change due to wave
height induced within the pipe is transmitted to the bellows_ of the wave g~uge through a
rubber tube. Here a slow-leak device is attached in order to eliminate waves of' 19n9~r
perkds. This has the slight disadvantage that the observed data are greatly affected by ~~r
temperature, making correction rather difficult.
Another was devised by Dr. S. Ishiguro in 1949: a wave height recorder.
buoyancy of a cylindrical float (Figure 3). The upward movement of the float
to the recorder through suitable spring devices. The characteristics of this
that the float moves directly in proportion to.the height of the wave without
hydrodynamic filtering device.

applying the
is transmitted
wave meter are
requiring ~.
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The above two wave meters were used only for some researoh purposes. not in routine
operatiops,although the seoond tYPe llPpears to be suitable for routine observatiops.

A tbird wave meter bas been produoed under the leadership of tbe researobers· Of· tbe
Transportation Teohnioal Researoh Institute and ratbarwidely adopted in harbour construo~
tion. The pressure ohange due to wave is shown througheleotrio resistanoe variation. The
pressure leak should be devised so as to avoid the effeot of long periodic variation of wave
suoh as that of tide.
In order to eliminate further the defeots of the above wave meter the Metsorologioal
Researoh Institute of JMA made another trial and oonstruoted a new instrument whioh. after
several field experiments. proved to be more or less Buitable for routine observations.

3.
This wave meter is also of the pressure type (Figure 4). The left band part is dipped
into the sea at about 10 m depth. This part oonsists of a metrio oylindsr, 2 belloos and
an eleotric transduoer dipped into visoous all.
C.L

--c.
:>-+-c,

ServoA"",.

c,
R + dP

Figure 4

Tbe bellows of the lower part are oonstantly reoeiving the total pressure Po + 4P,
where 'Po Is the general pressure of the sea column and atmospheric pressure and AP Is that

from l"ave height alone. In order to read 4 P only, we must canoel the effect of Po through
the leak R. When this is done, the effeot of 4 P is transformed into the small lateral movement of iron core C. Thus, there is a variation 1n induotion due to wave pressure and this
variation is obtained in the differential transformer through the oable, and the variation
corresponding to the movement of bellows C21 namely wave pressure or wave height, Is reoord-

ed.

Figure 5 shows the wave meter and the recorder and Figure 6 is a sample reoording.
This wave meter has the following charaoteristios.

(a)

the meter is placed at a depth of about 10-20 m

THE PRESENT STATE OF WAVE MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS IN JAPAN

(b)

measurable wave height

11

(1) 0-3 m
(2) 0-15 m

Dial scale can be read by applying one of the two faotors 1 and 5.
(0)

measurable period

1-60 sec

(d)

wldt,h of recording paper

(e)

speed of recording paper

120 mm

40 mmVmin
(variable at 3 speed classes)

Some ambiguities in wave height due to period change will remain if we use the
bellows-teclulique but, generally speaklng# such ambiguities are negligible so far as the
general features of the wave are concerned.

Recording part

~

1\';;~~~~1itfJ~'f~~X;1
':;;'~_; ':1 '.., " ,
:-.".: . J-'~~~'- ::';

"'.

.;

_'

f----

Pressure detecting
part

Figure 5

4.
Next we must analyse th~se wave recordings in order to clarify the features of the
observed wave. For the Fourier analysis various methods have been considered. One is that
of Dr. S. Ishiguro. First of all, the wave recording on a given paper Is rewritten by
changing the amplitude and time scale and the lower half of the wave recording is coloured

black.

This paper is attached to the periphery of the rotating cylinder.

designed to cut the light beam once per rotation through the slit.

Then

This oylihder is
the

black

part

reduces the intensity of the light and this Itght intensity is transformed by the photocell
into electric current.
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Thus the voltage proportional to the wave recording is repeatedly obtained from the
rotation of the oylinder. This voltage contains many oomponents of various voltages oorresponding to the different frequencies and amplitudes of the wave reoording. Now, through
the heterodyne method, the frequency bands are shifted continuously. Here these baOds may
be designed to pass through the narrow band filter with a constant mean frequency and then
the voltage amplitudes of the respective components are automatioally obtained. In this way,
the spectrum of the oscillation is recorded automatically on the chart.
This process may be extended to harmonic analysis of the similar ourve, but also requires some suitable treatment of the observed curve. Dr. IBhlguro also Bucoeeded in obtaining a simi.lar result through the magnetic input device.
Reoently, Mr. Furuhata of the Meteorological Research Institute of JMA has sucoeeded
in reaching a similar result by another method. Figure 6 cited above may be used as the
ourve for harmonic analysis by this computer (MERIAC-I-F). Now we pick up part of the ourve
of an arbitrary time interval T (namely from t ~ to to t • to + T), and oarry out a Fourier
analysis of this curve X = ret) of the interval.

T

t-t.

tFigure 6

According to the mathematical treatment we oan transform this continuous ourve X into
the sum of values Xo, X p •••• xn if the interval ohosen"for these values is less than half
the minimum period. Ev:l.dently, this curve must be such as can be transformed into an optioal information signal, for example, by recording ink on white paRer.
It is assumed that
there are no scale lines or dirty spots on the paper. Then, on this white "paper we draw
base line 0 with the same ink as the oUrve reoording. This recorded paper is rounded on a
oylinder, whioh can be rotated w"ith uniform speed V and the base ltne 1s set parallel to the
axis XX I of this cylinder (Figure 7). Light beams are direoted to the graph from light
souroe 1 through lens ~ and a light-spot S is formed. Irregular refleotions sre oolleoted
by lens ~ and transmitted to photoelectrio element'P. Thus spot S cuts line 0 and ourve
f(t) in one revolution of the cylinder. Variation in the intensity of the ·irregularly reflected light ocours, and two eleotrio current signals are obtained from photoelectrio element P.
Therefore, if the optical system is shifted oonstantly parallel to the axis of this
cylinder, then the light beam scans all curves at an interval whioh 1s determined so as tQ
fit the theoretical requirement (Figure 8). No~r we need only discuss the eleotrio data
obtained through photocell P (see Figure 9).
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(a)

Shows the data obtained when the base line is written only on the paper. The interval
of every two signals corresponds to the periphery of the cylinder;

(b)

Shows the electrio signals of f(t) and that of the base line. Therefore. the distance
from the base line to signal f(t) corresponds to Xi measured from the base line.

c
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Correspondingly we can transform these pulse-pairs into a single signal wave by

the

Flip-Flop circuit process as shown in (c).
On the other hand, we ma:f introduce another signal of finite time interval T t and,
combining this with (c), we can express value Xi b:f the aggregate of theae reaulting aignala
as shown in (e). This shows that the signals oorrasponding to f _ Xi are quantumized b:f

quantum unit

T

0.'-

Then these signals are transformed into binary codes. The signals shown in the graph
are 7. 8, 6•..... and these are expressed by binary codes such as 0111, 1000, OlIO, ••••.
respeotively.
The s~ple values changed into binary codes are trans~itted conseoutively to the.output device by a directional pulse, as shown in Figure 9.

The perforated tape ia inserted into the high-speed photometer after both enda have
been Joined to form a loop. Then the relation f(t)- f(t + T) is satisfied. Thus, if the
series of the sample values Xn are read

photo~lectrloally through

the high-speed photoreader,

the information signals of p1nsr:f digital codes are obtained and theae signals converted into.modulation wave F(t)
F(t) _ const. fi(t) + quantumization noise
through the D-A converter oircuit.
noise

From this speotrum, the first term is selected by using an appropriate quantumizatlon
An adequate low pass filter 15 used. Then the quantumization noise is out

fl1ter~

down through this filter and we obtain the periodic function
F(t) _ F(t + T)

~

const. f(t)

= const.

f(t + T)

Thus the information signal becomes the eleotrioal analogue function oorresponding

to the input data X

= f(t).

Here f(t) is assumed to be expressed by the Fourier series as:

f ~

~ (An cos T'"
2nn
t

£.j,

n_'

+ bn sin

2 nn

T

t)

~Yn cos (co n t +\11 n )
Then the analogue input e(t) obtained is similar to the above f(t).
Though the analogue signal e(t) has a complicated wave form, this ma:f be obtained as
the summation of each individual component

tk(t) = Yk cos (cokt +

\II

k)

Now, if we consider one sine wave and if this frequency is swept by a suitable

the spectrum of f(t) is picked up within an approximate frequenc:f interval.

speed~

then

Thus, combining

this sweeping aotion~ we can easily obtain the Fourier spectrum of X - f(t).
In MERIAC-I-F~ the apparatus consists of input and output devices.
tics of the input device are as follows:

Width of input data sheet:
Scanning width:
Scanning locus:

50-150 mm, changeable
120-30 mm, changeable
straight lines
mm~

2.5 rnm, 5

mm~

Sampling distance interval:

1

Amplitude reading acouracy:

1.5% of full scale

changeable

The charaoteris-

THE PRESENT STATE OF WAVE MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS IN JAPAN
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The oharacteristios of the output device are as follows:
Length of perforated tape,
Speed of perforated tape,
Scanning frequency range:
Filter pass band,
Recording paper spectrum width:
Reoording paper speed:

0.5-5 metres
150 em/see
7.700-7,999 eps
8.OOO:J. to 5 eps
100 mm
10 variable speeds

From the above we may determine the range of the period required for Fourier analysis,
number of data polnts~ soale factor and so on. One example of the analysis of the ocean
waves recording 15 based on the following charaoteristics and part of the result is shown 1n
Figure 10.
Input data
Range of period
Sampling interval

f

20 minutes of continuous record
2-120 see
1 seo

.r:~

¥

{~~
I

J.

o
I..

G"

I.S-

e

3.1

,~
.

,.,
7-1"

'I

1#

I
,I IJ.. 111'1-81& flU

i

..

I
IN

Figure 10
Since the output of the MERIAC-I-F comes automatically on a telegraphic perforated
tape, it is possible to send it anywhere through the telegraphic cable. Thus input noise
disturbances which can mix with information, oan be removed by supplying an error-correcting code along with the information.

5.
The above method is used for analysis of the wave recording, especially for wind wave
recordings obtained at one station. This method is applied effectively for the variation of
the nature of wind waves according to the approach of typhoons and so forth.
But the method due to Fourier analysis is not Buttable for the study of swell and
long wave. Geophysically speaking, long wave researches become very important especially'
when connected with phenomena in bays or along ooasts. Dr. S. Ishiguro has investigated
this successfully. He was one of the pioneers of the eleotronic method in ooeanographic
research.
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FORECASTING WIND-GENERATED WAVES
by

Hans

Walden

The survey on foreoasting waves, which I am going to present to you, has to be rather
oondensed owing to the short time available.
When considering ocean waves, we must distinguish between the tl sea" or rather "wind
sea" generated by local winds, and the swell from another more or less distant a-ea area. The
waves of the wind sea are irregular, chaotic" and have short and " sharp" crests, whilst 'swell
waves are more regular with round and longer crests.
The observer on a ship tries to observe wind sea and swell separately, using,one full.
group in the oode for eaah observable wave system. Occasionally, swell from more than one
direction may be present. Usually, for practioal purposes, a wave system 1s suffioiently
characterized by the direction from which the waves oome, by the signif~oant or oharaoter18~
tic wave height and by the significant or mean wave period. The significant height,Hl/3'
is defined as the average value of the heights of the one-third highest waves in an observa~
tion or reoording. It approximately oorresponds to the observer's visual estimateo! the
height of the waves. The significant period, "T~3' is the average period of the waves as
considered in computing the significant height. The square of the Bignif~cant height, Hl !3'
is proportional to the total energy "under ll the speotrum, and mutual computation is easy.
For praotical forecasts of the state of sea, for shipping purposes, it is enough to give
direction, significant height and - if possible - significant period of the present wave
systems, of the wind sea and of the swell or even various swells, respectively.
First of all, I shall deal with wind-sea forecasting. Prognostics" of the wind sea
are only possible from prebaratics or forecast weather maps. In any oase~ water is supposed
to be so deep that generation or propagation of waves is not influenced by the ground.
The
direction of the waves often ooincides with the wind direction, exoept where the wind 'is
turning or the locally-generated waves are mixed with or absorbed by another sea.
This may
oocur, for example, when the isobars are" curved and the waves generated on 'the weather side
form an angle with the local wind. Hl/3 and Tli3 in the wind sea depend first of all on the
wind velocity and will reach certain maximum values for this wind speed, if the wind has
blown long enough and over a wind' area - the so-oalled fetch - of su~ficient length. Under
such conditions, the wind sea develops fully and ceases to grow further. The higher the wind
speed, the greater the wind durations and fetch lengths needed for a fully-developed sea.
Russian oceanographers, however, say that height will then not inorease, but that periods
will become somewhat longer, if ~he wind continues to blow. The theoretioal'wave speotra
normally discussed relate to a fully-developed wind sea.
If the windls duration or fetch, t~at is, length of wind field, are not long enough,
the sea does not develop fully and wave conditions remain limited. There is a close relation between the limiting effects of the duration and of the fetoh, because each oauses the
transfer of wind energy to the water surface. This transfer begins either when the wind begins to blow or at the back end of the fetch, for example, at the coast. The wave energy 1s
gradually accumulated so that the waves will grow about evenly. This requires time)
the
further need for space is solely due to the fact that the wave energy is in motion.
High
waves only at a certain distance off the coastline are solely due to the fact that there the
corresponding "wave energy parcel", starting at the beach, was suffioiently affected by the
wind while moving away from the coast. Thus the effects of wind duration and fetch on the
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sea may be interrelated.
The duration can easily be determined from wind observations or weather maps. The sooalled fetoh is the area over whioh the wave-generating wind blows. In a aimple oase. the
fetoh oomprises winds of similar foroe and direotion on the weather map. As the isobars·and.
thenoe, the wind tracks or stream lines are mostly ourved and wind speed ohanges regionally,
it is often diffioult to state the correot fetoh for a foreoasting spot in the sea. SUbJeotive differenoes occur (see Figure 1). It is usual to assume that winds forming an angle of
t 150 or t 200 to the main wind direotion, belong to the fetoh.

The quantitative effeot of the duration and length of fetoh on the speotrum of the
wind sea hes not yet been determined. Aooording to Nsumann and Pierson (New York University),
the speotrum grows with increasing duration. or inoreasing fetoh in suah a way, that at first
only the -short-wave components are -generated and then, gradually,
longer-wave oomponents
with, finally, Just before the fUlly-developed sea stage, the longest-wave oomponents.
on
the other hand, Darbyshire (Wormley, England) and Gelci (Franoe) assume thet all wave oomponents are generated simultaneously. Figure 2 shows the spectrum for a fully-developed seaand the speotra at a given time during the growth of the Bea as assumed by Neumann, Pierson,

James and by Geloi, Darbyshire. Thus, there is no uniformly adopted oonoeptionof the
effeot of duration and fetoh on the wind sea. Acoording to Darbyshire, a fetoh not exoeediqo
200 nautioal miles is sUffioient, in any oase, for generating a fully-developed wind sea,
whereas, according to Neumann, fetches of more than 1800 miles are neoessary, if the 'wind
speed is high. Further empirioal researoh is required in order to learn the real effeots of
fetch and duration. But, aside from this unoertainty. it is in prinoiple possible to oonstruct diagrams for determining the qualities of the wind sea from the wind spsed, the duration and the fetch. I will show you two diagrams differing in the plotting of these faotors.
Neumann and Pierson's graphs (Figure 3), the so-oalled co-cumulative speotra, oontain ourves
for the various wind velocities and other ourves for duration (in this example). Total wave
energy and signifioant waVe height lie on the ordinate and the periods on the horizont"al
axis. For a Wind velocity of 28 knots the sea is fully developed after a duration of about
28 hours. Corresponding graphs are available for the fetoh. Wilson (United States) drew
another diagram (Figure 4) in which the fetoh is plotted on the horizontal axis and the duration on-the ordinate. The significant wave height lies on another troop of curves above and
the period in a field at the left hand side. The ourves below on the right represent the
progress of the respectiye significant wave components. Propagation aocelerates with the
transfer of energy into waves. This oorrsspondB to a gradual growth of. the speotrum through'
continuous amplification by new long-wave components. This graph has the advantage of representing the development of the fetch if it changes, as will bs reported later.'
The energy
oan be easily oomputed from the signifioant wavs height. The Frenohmen Geloi, Cazale and
VaBsal use tables to read the energy/ but they do not take into oonsideration the length
of the fetch.
The temperature works in suoh a way that cold air usually will generate a higher and
slightly longer. sea than warm air. Air temperature being 5° Celsius lower than the water
surface produces heights approximately once-or twioe greater than with equal temperatures.
Allowanoe for this oan easily be made by simple multiplioation. However. ooeanographers do
not fully agree on the degree of temperature effects.
On the Whole, it mal' be said that fairly simple graphs are suffioient to determine
Hl/ and Tll:~ when wind velocity, duration, fetch, and the two temperatures are given. How·
3 these favourable conditions are only valid When the wind field, or fetoh, is stationever,
ary. Forecasting conditions become more complioated if the fetoh is moving in any direotion.

Figure 5 shows fetches in the marginal regions of a depression in the northern hemiIf the low travels, for example, frqm west to east, it will be seen that the varipus fetches move in an absolutely different way in relation to wind direotion. An "energy
paroel" generated at the baokward end of the fetch at the rear of the depression and traveling southwards in the main air stream mal' leave· the fetch area aftsr a·while. thus oonditions
sphere.
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Figure 1
Wind field associated with a closed isobar low
pressure system for a selected main wind direotion.
The small arrows denote local wind direction.
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Figure 2
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in a moving fetch differ greatly from those within a stationary wind field. As regards the
fetch on the southern side of the depression, the waves produced by the wind are moving in
the same direction as the wind area itself, if the depression travels towards the east. If
the velocity of the fetch 1s equal to the speed of the wave energy, the waves will always be
affected by the Wind and the transformation of wind energy into wave energy will continue until the sea rises to its full height. Here, very short fetches can produce a quite hlghWbrui
sea, very much higher than a stationary fetch of the same length. Wave energy will only
partially accumulate, if the velocities or directions of wave movement and fetch travel do
not completely coincide. Energy accumulation in a moving fetch of this kind is very important and should be taken into account. If the wind or wave direction is opposite to the
movement of the fetch, the reverse obtains: the easterly winds on the northern side of an
eastward moving depression will often generate a weaker sea than in a stationary fetch of
equal properties. Computing the wind sea in any kind of moving fetch is - at least in many
cases - rather complicated because the relationships between the fetch speed and the energy
movement of the various wave components have to be considered in addition to wind velocity#
duration and fetch. It is hoped, however, that it will be possible to construct a nomogram
or a series of nomograms facilitating the computations. Incidentally, Wilson's graph (Figure
6) contains the possibility of showing fetch movement. Figure 6 shows a stationary Wind
field: length on the horizontal axis and duration on the ordinate. It is represented by a
rectangle. If the fetch moves, it shifts away from the original position. The result· is a
parallelogram. It can be seen that some propagation lines for the growing waves, representing their group velocities, are longer in the moving fetch (this fetch is SWimming with the
wind) than in a stationary wind field of equal properties.
Hindcasting or forecasting the wind sea becomes even more complicated, if the force
and direction of the wind change. The necessary computations are not impossible, but they
take much time. There are graphs for finding the significant wave height when Wind speed increases uniformly with time or regionally within the fetch. It is very difficult to hindcast or forecast the wind sea for decreasing winds, because swell begins to playa part.
It is fairly easy to survey the area windward of the forecasting spot by means of a
graph with the fetch length on the horizontal axis and the time on the ordinate (Figure 7)
and by writing in the speeds of the winds moving towards the forecasting position. This graph
is only valid for one azimuth. The dotted lines mark the movement of the wave energy belonging to wave components of various periods. It can thus be seen which part of the space-time
field will influence the waves at the forecasting spot. The Frenchmen compute the wave energy which will affect the forecasting point by considering each section on these .lines separately and finally adding the single energy values.
In short, Figure 8 contains the relevant factors. It is, in general# possible to
compute the wind sea from the given meteorological factors (especially from wind conditions)
for a point at sea, but this will often take much time. Of course, certain simplifications
are possible, but they should remain within necessary limits. On the other hand, scientists
are studying how the wind field width can be taken into account.
Some experts in France and in the United States have proposed or are preparing schemes
for electronic computations. It must, however, be borne in mind that the value of the Wind
sea forecasts greatly depends on the meteorological prebaratics.

*

*

*

When the wind stops, the previously generated waves of the wind sea do not immediately disappear, but gradually become rounder and flatter, thus changing into swell. The same
thing occurs, when wind sea waves leave the fetch# for example, at the foremost boundary of
a stationary wind ~a. Storm swell can cover very long distances on the oceans.
Swells
created by the strong depressions of the westerlies in both the northern and southern hemispheres often cross the Equator. The waves produced by north-westerly gales near Iceland
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usually arrive at the POl'Luguen€ and Moroccan coasts three to four days later.
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Thus, to a

certain degree, forecasting a swell does not depend on wind prognostics but on the predicted
movement of the observed or hlndcasted waves of a wind sea or even of a swell and on their
predicted changes within the forecasting period.
The wave pattern of the wind ~ea can be regarded as a superposition of many sine wave
components of various heights and periods. Thus" the wave energy for the different components will move by the rules for sine waves" and the velocity of wave energy in quiet waters
is known quite well. It 1s the so-called group velocity. It 1s proportional to the p~riod
of a sine wave and amounts to one-half of the so-called phase velocity of a corresponding
wave. The wave energy is very likely to move in great circles on the Earth's surface.
Pierson, Neumann and James (1953) published a highly impressive and plausible theory on
the attenuation of the swell waves, explaining also the alteration of
wave forms at" the
crests.
Let us first consider a stationary fetch comprising the waves of a high wind sea. Let
us assume that the wave components are the same in all parts of the fetch and that the whole"
fetch of waves may exist only a short time. All the various wave components will then move
in the main wind direction from all points of the fetch with different velocities, since the
energy speed depends on the period. Dispersion will tak~ place and, after a while, there
will be, for example, a situation as ,shown in Figure 9. The field of wave components of 15"
sec will have just passed the position "0bs", and the field of 12 sec period components will
just arrive at this point with its foremost edge. All wave components between 12 and 15 sec
will be at position "Obs" at that very time. Of the original energy spectrurri (Figure 10)
only the section between 12 and 15 sec remains. There is some superposition of wave components, but they are few, so that the waves in the swell are fairly regular and the crests
round. Thus, the wave components spread out and, after much movement to remote spots, only
a very narrow band of components will remain. The swell will be low and regular. It has
been observed that J at a given point, an old swell starts with long waves which gradually
become shorter.

As the longest waves of a spectrum possess only little energy, the swell will be very
low at first and slowly grow with the arrival of components with more energy from the middle
section of the spectrum (Figure 11).

Figure 11
Travelling speed and periods of waves.
The long waves travel in front of those
with shorter periods.

The present case is highly idealized. In reality, the waves are generated gradually,
and, within the fetch J the high wave components arise only in the front. That is due to the
development of the longer wave components depending on a certain fetch length
(see Figure
12)5 At first, the various components will be produced in the fetch. Some of them begin to
spread into the area outside the wind field. The long components will come later, but will
finally outrun the shorter ones.
But we can compute the section of the energy spectrum for a given spot and time if we
take into account the distance from the wind sea area to the point of observation and the
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time. It must be remembered that ·the short components, r~ther than the 1~n~er.on~51 a~e eliminated by viscosity and turbulence in the water and by breaking of the wayes., It. follows
that the significant wave period of many swells becomes a little longer t~an· mere sP13otra;t'.

computation would lead one to expect.
The waves of the wind sea do not move only in the main wind directiog,but SOme will
run at an angle to it. Thus, the wave energy does not move only straight ahead but
~o
both sides. This graph (Figure 13) was plotted byPlerson.. Neumann and ,Jame~ and showsth~
angular spreading of the energy. Thus, an.observation point. sltuate~. no~. ~e~ely in fr~nt of
the wind field will also get some swell. Early research showed that angular sp.reading
depends on the cosine squared of the angle between the frontal direction and the ,radiuB from
the fetch to the point of observation. More accurate measurements showed that for long periods the energy has to be multiplied by .the fourth power of the cosine of the angle whilst
the short components follow the squared cosine. Intermediate components will, of course, go
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with an intermediate value.
Further research is required.
Auxuliary . means have been
developed for determining th~ factors by which th~ energy has to be multiplied for:' computing wave energy in swell at an angle to the main wind direction.
Matters become much mere complicated when the wind field is moving
speed and wind direction are changing. Those are the common oases.

and

when

wind

A further severe difficulty arises from the fact that the swell wil~ be affected. by
the winds met on the decay distance. The above considerations relate only to _very, w~ak
winds outside the fetch itself. It has been long assumed that rectangularly crossing winds
do not influence the swell at all. But a certain additional attenuation of the swell will
probably result if it is hit by winds coming at right angles. Opposite winds will weaken or
even eliminate the swell. Short-wave components are destroyed more qUickly than longer ones.
That means an additional lengthening of the swell. Winds blowing in the smne direction as
the swell lead to conservation of wave energy especially of the short components. It is a
moot point whether our quantitative knowledge of these effects is adequate.
Forecasting swell 1s thus difficult and time-consuming. A spot in the ocean can be
reached from all azimuths by swell which'has possibly been generated very far away. Therefore l all ocean areas - even the distant ones - must be observed and checked for storms and
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winds whioh could generate waves and send them to the foreoasting epot. A ewell once produced muet be pursued until it reaohes the epot, and all changes by' winds on the way must
be taken into sooount.
In order to shorten foreoAsting operations the Frenoh wave foreoasters limited computation of energy dispersion, of angular spreading and of wind effects on deoay distance
to certsin groups. They consider only four period intervals, namely a long oomponent represented by the 20'seo period, a medium period (14 sec), a eo-called short period (10 sec),
and a very short component (7 eec). For angular epreading and effects on the decay dietance,
they choee the following five'eectore,

Area

peneratlng area

Angle between the wind direction
and the azimuth
: 200

Favours.hle area

20 - 600

Transverse favourable

60 - 90·

Transverse opposite

90 - 1200

and opposite

>- 1200

These areas are diecovered by plotting the winds in epace-time diagrams as shown
before. They relate only to one azimuth through the foreoasting point. The values of the
wave energy have been tabled and are negative when winds are opposite. At the end of the
computation all -the energy amounts are o.dded. This work has to be done for 16 azimuths,
each comprising 22to in order to cover one foreoasting point in the open ooean.· In their
proposition for oomputing the sea eleotronically, the Frenohmen Lebel and Geloi take a network of 839 spots or small areas in the North Atlantic Ooean. WIth these 839 points at sea
and for each point, 16 azimuths and 4 wave oomponents l and with wind data for every 6 hours,
we must conSider 429,568 numbers in order to cover the 48 hours preceding the forecasting
date. The computations would comprise wind sea and swell. However, in my opinion, the simplifications through using only four wave components and five angular sectors are too severe.
I

Another look at Figure 8 will show that the 'difficulties for hind- and forecasting
wind sea are considerable, but that we could obtain fairly Ba~1sractory prediutions if
reliable prebaratics are available. Swell forecasts, at least in part, are based on w100
sea hindcasts or forecasts and take much time, apart from quantitative unoertainty on some
of the forecasting steps.
~he

It will be some time before the real form of the wave spectra and the oonditions of
decay are disoovered. Moreover, we must expect some changes in foreoasting methods. I am
sure that daily foreoasting of wind sea and swell will one day be possible, but only through
electronic computers.

APPLICATION OF WAVE FORECASTING TO SHIP OPERATIONS
by

G. Verp10egh

This lecture may be considered a direot continuation of the lectures presented at the
second session of the Commission for Maritime Meteorology, under the general title of "Meteorology as applied to the navigation of ships". In one of these lectures Dr. M. Rodewald

f:iJ gave

an expos! tion of the various types of "weather navigation II which can be defined

according to the meteorologioal data. basically used. It may be recalled that Rodewald speoified "(1) olimatio navigation: fixing a standard route for a speoified seasonl (2) "Witterung" navigation: planning a special rout.e. for a voyage, and (3) weathel:' navigation l· a-

temporary deviation from a standard route during a voyage". Here we ar~ concerned with the
second type, called a meteorological strategic operation, and the third type, which was referred to as meteorological tactics.
At that session, too, Mr. J.J. Schule Jr. ~2~ gave a lecture on "Weather routing
of ships"J describing the programme set up at the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office to route
ships by means of prognostio wave charts.
The present lecture attempts to combine these concepts by describing the
possibilities of navigating with the help of known and forecast wave conditions.

various

On the type of wave fore'cast and the forecasting technique to be employed we may
confine ourselves here to the two operations mentioned by Dr.' Rodewald:
the strategic
operation which involves planning for several days in advance, and the tactical manoeuvre,
used here in the sense of an immediate action, the success of which is not guaranteed or
required for longer than about 24 hours, at present the normal forecasting.period.
For plarming the strategic operation} known as the "weather routing"
of ships
C'Witterung ll navigation), a knowledge of the ship's performance in a seaway is essential.
Ships, however} may be routed for several purposes. Some Netherlands shipping companies,
for instance, are interested in a routing programme in which the time-saving factor is
less important than the prevention of damage. In other words$ the route should be chosen
so as to ensure minimum wear and tear of the ship and minimum damage to cargo with} as a
second condition, minimum delay. The former conditions imply that so-called Ildanger areas",
where the ship wil~ roll and/or pitch in a way endangering the safety of her cargo and at
the same t:.ime slowing her down, should be avoided with the slightest possible alteration of
course. Reliable (but not necessarily detailed) wave forecasts extending over a period of
at least three or five days in advance are essential for this operation. As the performance of a ship in a seaway depends on height, period and angle of incidenoe of all wave
systems (both sea and swell) to be enaountered, all these characteristics of ocean Haves
should receive due attention in the forecast.
Concerning the reliability of present-day wave foreoasts, we know that present
developments in extended weather forecasting do not yet permit derivation of a future wind
field at the Earth1s surface with sufficient accuracy for oomputing accurate wave data over
a period of three to five days in advance. But information on waves does not need to be
given in every detail for this kind of weather routing$ so far as strategic lay-out of the
route is concerned.
In principle the wave forecast need not contain more than a delineation of the dangr:o:r areas.
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With respect to waves, a danger area may be defined as an area where the ship 1s
expected to enoounter waves with a height exceeding a certain critical value, or coming from
an unfavourable direotion or with a period unfavourably affeoting the ship. These three
oonditions are, of course, interrelated and the criteria for, terming a given situation
favourable or unfavourable depend on the type of ship, her stability, the way she 1s loaded
and her manoeuvring capacity. Therefore the delineation of a danger area also requires a
knowledge of the performance oapacity in a seaway of the particular ship for which the forecast 1s given.
The meteorologist issuing the basic weather forecast should realize that the forecast does not necessarily need to specify the exact time and place where the ship is expected to meet unfavourable sea conditions. Such conditions are mostly encountered in storms
moving over the oceanJ their future track can be forecast nowadays with sufficient approximation and practioal reliability for a period of about five days in advance. This hardy
statement does not, of course, hold good for a breakdown of general circulationJ then the
movement and development of storms are usually very hard to forecast for periods exceeding
24 hours. When this happens ship routing becomes a matter of carefully probing the best
strategic position for the ship to give her ample scope to avoid any high wave field which
otherwise might be encountered.
Forecasts of the speed of advance of storms and depressions are even less reliable,
especially when these disturbances are Just dev~loping. Again, however, in the phase of
strategic planning of an economic route does not matter if We do not know the exact hour
at which unfavourable sea- conditions will probably be metJ it is important to know that
on a certain stretch of a hypothetical route such conditions are likely to be enoountered,
so that this route should be considered uneconomic and another route recommended.
It is clear that in this operation the wave forecaster performs a special service
to the master of the routed ship, since the danger areas are also defined with respect to
the performance capacity of that particular ship. Good contacts between these two have
the advantage that both the forecaster and the master come to a closer understanding of
the situation and of each other's problems.
It should be added that other problems have to be considered when advising the master
on a route: fog areas, ioe, dense shipping, etc. Therefore it is most important that the
meteorologist or wave forecaster should also have wide ·sea experience.
On this co-operative basis ship routing programmes were set up in the U.S.A. some
years ago, with promising results ~3-7. The experimental ship_routings conducted in a
similar way in the Netherlands since the beginning of this year seem to confirm the promise
of this oceanographic aid to navigation.
Another application of weather routing should be mentioned: the computation of the
smallest time track of a ship ~4-7. An outline of the application of this mathematical
problem was given by Mr. Schule in his above-mentioned lecture. Since the computations require a detailed knowledge of wave conditions over a wide area, it follows that equally detailed wave forecasts should be .available for at least several days ahead in order to benefit from it. Apart from the fact that such forecasts cannot very well be made at this time,
there is another reason why this kind of weather (or rather wave) routing, in its pure form,
may perhaps not find general application to ship operations. A stringent application of the
purely mathematical procedure does not take into account economic factors such as safety of
ship, cargo damage, or passenger comfort, and shipping companies are often mainly interested in these factors: As regards the evaluation of given routes the method has, however,
proved itself most useful in hindcasting a smallest time track for comparison.
It should be stressed that "weather routing"l or "Witterung" navigation, can never be
completely successful - because of the capriciousness of the weather - unless the ship1s
master is kept informed each day of actual wave conditions in his area and of probable
developments in the immediate future.
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This information, which should be as detailed as possible, will enable the master to

do his own "weather navigation", that is to oarry out any tactical manoeuvre aimed at lnunediate avoidanoe of tt~eatening unfavourable sea oonditions. For this purpose the master
should receive each day an overall pioture of the wave systems in his area - their direction,
heights and periods - and of systems likely to be met further on. Detailed wave charts transmitted to the ship should help the master here.
The charts shown here (29 Deoember 1960: 0000 and 1200) as an example attempt to express in reasonablo detail the characteristios of the various wave systems whirchare important to navigation, exoept wave period, indicated in a rather indlreQt manner on the basis
of differentiation between sea and swell. A wave system is defined here as a train of waves
of approximately the same direotion; depending on the direction and strength of the wind
the waves may in one region be sea and in an~ther swell. It 1s attempted to delineate eaoh
such wave system by means of a separate .set of wave height contours. Along the lines of a
sharp wind shift the contours of two wave systems may overlapj thus areas of cross seas are
indicated in some detail as regards approximate height and direction of the crossing waves.
The method has proved itself quite helpful for forecasting purposesj however} :ifl areas where
the wind gradually shifts the method is unrealistic. Wave trains crossing at an angle of
about 30 degrees may, of course, exist in such elGngated ourved areas but, apart from the
impossibility of analysing these details realistically} the relevant information is not held
to be of great importanoe to navigation.
.
The wave analysis itself 1s based on aotual observation and on computation of wave
heights through the "!'Iethod given by Pierson, NetUTlann and James
The oomputation implies detailed determination of wind speed, its duration and the fetch at many points forming a network over the ocean.

LSJ.

of

The examples clearly show that, even over the relatively short time interval
12
hours} the changes in the height and location of the various wave systems are such that it
does not seem possible to forecast details ocourring on the second chart from the first without the intermediate use of the corresponding weather charts. In other words} the master of
a ship} generally unacquainted with wave computation from weather charts, will be best rerved
by the regular transmission of both an analysis and a prognostic wave chart. Whereas
extrapolation of a wave ohart is not feasible, interpolation between an actual and a proEPostic chart may reasonably be done} if the tim'e interval between the two charts is not too
large.
Facsimile broadoasts to shipping of actual and prognostic wave charts were started in
the United States several years ago
and

L6J

L7J.·

Addendum
The planning of a "weather route ll is generally based on a foreoast of the movement
and development of several pressure system? with their accompanying wave conditions. A simple
example showing the correspondence between weather forecast and wave forecast in an instructive way is therefore not easy to find. A few months after this lecture, a suitable case
presented itself for illustrating in a simple way how a combined weather and wave forecast
can be used for planning an optimum route. Additional description of this case might serve
to illustrate the ideas outlined in the lecture.
On 18 December the M.V. "Gaasterdijk" was to leave, the English Channel on her way to
the Gulf of Mexico. The stability of the ship was such that} on the master's request, the
ship should avoid the encounter of head or beam seas exceeding 3 m in height. Time was not
a restricting factor.
The weather situation was as follows: in the early morning of the 18th a centre of
low pressure was situated over the south-east coast of Iceland with a trough extending over
the North Seaj an extensive anticyclone dominated the middle of the ocean~ at the Azores
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another Low was just forming. A northerly flow extended from Iceland down south to about
50_N shifting to north-east further towards the Azores. In this wind field maximum wave
heights occurred Just south of Iceland (NNW, 4 rn) and Just north of the Azores (NNE, 4 m).
Extended weather forecasts showed the
following probable developments for the next
three days. The anticyclone would remain stationary or move slowly eastward J the Icelandic
Low would move SSE over the British Isles J
While the Low at the Azores would also remain
rather stationarYJ probably moving very slowly
towards SEe Hence a strong northerly air flow
would be maintained west of the British Isles
during the following three days, and in the
vicinity of the Azores a north-easterly flow
could be expected to persist, perhaps even
during a longer period of time.
The important feature for waves was the
trough connected with the Icelandic LoW and
travelling southward in the northerly flow.
In this trough wind speeds were high and waves
were forecast to attain here a probable height
of 6-8 m. In the north-easterly flow wave
heights of 4 to 5 rn could be expected northwest of the Azores at the rear of the depression.
As
Channel
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westerly_course right through the advancing
_
fIr,"""·,...II....... _ _
area of high northerly waves, another route
was advised. Strategic use could be made of
the pressure ridge marking the. transition of
the northerly to the north-easterly flow. In
a ridge winds are generally weak; the waves set up in the northern part by the north wind
are therefor~ small, while in the southern part the waves set up by the north-east winds will
not yet attain a "substantial height because of the short fetch.
r1'~

The- expected southward -movement of the ridge was such that the higher waves being
built up in the area of maximum north winds behind the ridge~ would not be able to run into
this advancing area of comparatively low seas.
Taking due account of the forecast positions of the pressure ridge and the speed of
the ship a route was recommended to the master which would take the ship through the ridge
to the Azores, and thence along" a rhumbline to the Gulf in order to avoid possible high sea
areas and also to avoid the full strength of" the Gulf Stream.
The sequence of events is shown on four consecutive wave charts . . The ship never reported waves higher than 2.5 metres and just ran free from the 3 m waves of both systems.
On his own, the master, aocording to his report, would have taken a rhumbline course
to Flores (Azores); then the ship would have encountered about 4 m beam_seas.
That the ship actually encountered seas less than 3 m should be regarded as a welcome but not essential achievement of this weather routing~ as extended forecasts of the
actual wave height can hardly be given to such high degree of accuracy.
The· essential
achievement was that the ship actually sailed through the area of lowest seas on her western course. It meets an important aim of ship routing: guiding the ship _by advice into the
best route.
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FOREWORD

The measurements of precipitation at sea 1s one of the difficult problems in the
field of meteorological observations. In spite of considerable progress which has been made
during recent years in achieving a better understanding of the questions involved s an
entirely satisfactory solution has not been found as yet.
The problem was studied by the Working Group on Technical Problems of the WMO Commission for Maritime Meteorology which consisted of H.U. RollI chairman s A. Arrieu (replaced by V.P. Jonglez in April 1957), A. Rojecki, D. Fonseca, A.F. Ror1z, M.e. She liard
(replaced by F.E. Lumb in March 1960), F. Spinnangr, G. Verp10egh and L.A. Zaharov. Bearing
in mind the particular importance of the question as well as its special difficulties, the
working group prepared a general but concise review of the present state of the problem
which could serve as a basis and stimulus for further developments. Principal emphasis was
laid on answering the practical question: What can be done now and what should be done in
future in order to secure precipitation measurements at sea which are sufficiently accurate
for meteorological purposes ?
It is obvious that further investigations in this field will be carried out and this
publication containing the report of the Working Group on Technical Problems is aimed to
be used as a basis for such investigations.
I am glad to have this opportunity of expressing to the members of the working group
the deep appreciation of the World Meteorological Organization for the time and effort they
have devoted to the preparation of this valuable report.

J"'''-~
f...-~.

--_.-

c;~_

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General

IX

PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENTS AT SEA

Summary

After a brief description of the different methods presently-available for:measurlng
precipitation on board ship the diffioulties are discussed, with particular stress on the
disturbing effects of the ship and gauge on the air flow and of the movement of the gauge.
The effect of sea spray is also considered. In order to chec~ the findings some-results on
comparative measurements are given. The final conclusions are;
Ship-borne rain-gauges should be installed as h~gh_ as possible with" the orifice f-ixed
horizontally when the ship is lying in still water. The ideal gauge has not yet been found.
A fixed collector high up in the mast with a plastic pipe leading down to a receiver seems
to come very ne~r to the best solution if the problem . of cleaning the apparatus could be
solved. Until a better apparatu~ is constructed" the lI marine rain-...gauge" may· be cons,idered
as a useful, preliminary instrument.
Encouragement should be given' to further oomparisons
between rainfall measurements gained on board'ship and on small flat islands nearbYJ to'development of rain-gauges installed on bUOyS" and to estimation of precipitatioh amounts at
sea by radar.

x

MESURE DES PRECIPITATIONS EN MER

Resume
Apres avoir ·dearit brievement les differentes methodes aatuellement utilisees a bord
des navtres pour mesurer les'precipitations, Itauteur passe en revUe les difflcultes que
sQulevent·de telles mesures at examine.en particulier les effeta perturbateurs duo navlre et
du pluvlometre sur--l·1eooulement de Ita-iI', ains! que les effeta exerces par Ie mouvement du

pluviometre et par les embruns. Afin de determiner as qui a ete fait Jusqu'a present pour
neutrallser ceB divers effets perturbateurs, 11 examine ensuite les resultats de quelques
mesures oomparatives at aboutlt. aux conclusions suivantes' :
Les pluvlometres de navires' devralent ,13tre install-es. Ie plus haut possible at fixes

de maniere que leur orifice. Boit horizontal lorsque- Ie navire se trouve en eau calme." On
nla pas encore·mis au point Ie pluviometre ideal. Un collecteur fixe en haut du mat et-relie par un tuyau en ma~lere~ plastique a un recipient se trouvant en bas semble encore constltuer la-mel11eure solutlon,pourle moment du moins J st Ie probleme du nettoyage de llappa_
reil peut @tre· resolu. En attendant qu'un me1l1eur·dispositif soit oonstruit. le "pluviometre maritime" peut @tre consldere comma un instrument preliminaire tres utile. II faudra1t cependant encourager de nouvelles comparaisons entre les mesures de la pluie effectuees
bard de navires at d1autres faites sur de petites tIes plates situees
faible distance de ceux-ci, la construction de pluviometres destines a ~tre instal1es sur des bouees
et l'evaluation au radar des quantites de preoipitations tombees en mer.

a

a

XI

~3MEPEHME

OG~KOB

HA MOPE

IToOJIe I<paTI<OrO onl'IOaHPlH pa3JI\{'U!bIX MeTO,ll03, CYJIleoTByIo= B HaoTO!DJ1ee
BpeMH ,lIJIH Pl3MepeHI'IH OOa,llKOB Ra OOPTY I<OpaOJIH, paCCMaTpPlBaJOTCH T~e TPY,llHCOTPl
r,!\e 00000 B~eJImOTOH I<OJIeOaTeJI~~e 3~eI<TN I<OpaO~H 1'1 ,lIO~eMepa, a TaI<~e B03,lI~ nOTOI< R ,lIBPl~eHl'Ie CaMoro ,lIO~eMepa.
PaOOMaTpl'IBaeTCH T~e 3wweKT MOpCKHX opbl3r.
B l\eJIJD<: npOBepI<l< I'Icc.Jre,n;oBaHl'Iii, ,lIaJOTOH pe3Y=TaTbl 0p8.BRLlTe=RbIX
1'I3MepeHI'I~. HI'I~e npMBO,llHTCH OI<ORqaTeJI~Rble 3aI<rrIDqeHI'IH :
~OT~eMepbl Ra Kopao~HX ,lI0~~1 YOTaHaBJIMBaT~OH KaI< MO~{O B~me, npMqeM
npMeMHqe oTBepcT~e ,lI0~0 W!'IKcnpoBaT~cH ropH30HTan~Ho; ,n;eJIaThOa 3TO ,lIO~HO
B TO BpeMH, KOr,lla,Kopao= HaXO,l\PlTOa B cnoKoiiHO~Mope.
~ea=Rbm ,lIO~eMep
nOKa e~e He Haii,lleH.
ITpMeMHoe OTBepOTl'Ie, BMaHTl'IpOBaHHoe BblOOKO Ha MaqTe 0
nJIaOTl'IqeOKOii TPYOKO~, Be,l\YJIleii BHR3 K npl'IeMHHI<y,'K~eTOH, HaPlOOJIee OJIl'I3KO
nO,l\XO,llI'IT K Bal'I~eMY pemeHI'IID npOOJIeMhI, eOE~ OY,lIeT pemeH Bonpoo ~OTKI'I npl'Ioopa.
~O Tex nop nOKa Be OY,lIeT 003,l1aH OOJIee COBepmeBHhm npl'IOOp, nMOpOKO~
,lIO~eMep" Mo~eT PaOOMaTpI'IBaT~OH B KaqeOTBe BpeMeHHoro npMOopa.
JKeJIaTe,rr~Hq
I'I B ,lI~~RefuneM np01'I3BO,llI'IT~ OpanHeHI'IH Pl3MepeHMM Ha,lI OOa,llKaMH, np0\{3Be,l\eHRbIX
Ra OOPTY KOpaOJIH C 1'I3MepeHLlHMM O,lleJIaHHbMn Ba Beoo=illI'IX OJIl'I3JIe~a= nJIOOI<!'IX
OOTPOBax, a T~~e 3aHPlMaT~OH yooBepmeROTBOBaHMeM ,lIo~eMepOB, yCTanOBJIeKRbIX
Ha OYJIHX I'I B~OJIeHMeM I<On!'IqeOTBa OCa,lII<OB Ba Mope, nOJIyqeHRbIX 0 nOMo~ro pa,lIapa.
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MEDICION DE IAS PRECIPITACIONES EN .EL MAR

Resumen

Despues de describir brevemente los diversos metodoB que se utilizan aotualmente a
bordo de los buques para medir las precipltaclones J e1 autor pasa revlsta a las dlficultades
que"plantean esas medlclones y examlna" particularmente~los efectos perturbadores del.buque
y del pluviometro sobre la circulaclon del aire, asf como los efeotos produoldos par e1 movlmlento del pluviometro y par los brumazones. Con e1 fin de determinar 10 que se ha hecho
hasta ahara para neutraltzar esos_diversos efectos perturbadores, a continuaciOn examlna los
resultados de algunas medIci ones comparativas y 11ega a las conclusiones sigulentes :
Los pluviometros de los buques se deben instalar ~o ~~B alto que sea posib1e y deben
ser flJados de tal forma que su orifioio quede horizontal ouando e1 buque· se encuentre en
aguas tranquilas. Todav!a no se ha conseguido e1 pluviometro ideal. Por e1 momento, y
siempre que se resuelva el problema de la limpieza. del aparato; la meJor soluc16n sigue.
slendo un colector fljado en 10 alto del mastll, comunicado.por un tuba de pl~stico.con un
reoipiente que se encuentra abaJo. Mlentras no se construya un aparato mejor, el ~pluvi&~
metro mar!timo" puede considerarse COmo un lnstrumento preliminar. muy ~til. Convendrfa, sin
embargo, 'fomentar la realizaolon de nuevas comparaciones de las mediciones de lluvia efectuadas en Islas pequenas y planas y. a borde de-buques situados·R pooa distanoia, y,la construocion.de pluviometros destinados a ser Instalados en boyas, as! como Ia evaluaci6n Quantitativa, por medic. del radar, de las precipitaolones cafdas sobre e1 mar.

PR&;IPI1'ATION MEASUREMENTS AT SEA

1.

INTRODUCTION

In view of the fact that more than two-thirds of the earth are covered with water,
the distribution and the characteristics of precipitation on oceanic areas may be consider~d
as a basic part of meteorological and climatological knowledge. Without complete and exact
rainfall data from the oceans, for instance, it seems impossible to obtain a reliable estimate of the earth's water budget.
In spite of its importance there is an almost complete lack of information on the
amount of precipitation at sea. At present, measurements at coastal or island stations are
taken as substitutes and are combined with data of precipitation frequency derived from
ships' log-books. The resulting maps of precipitation amount are not_very reliable and may
only be regarded as a very rough guess.
The reason for this difficulty is an instrumental one. The ideal solution would require a rain-gauge well protected against spray, splashing and evaporation and installed on
a small float in such a way that its orifice is at the sea surface. Then it would be possible to measure the precipitation arriving at the sea surface quite accurately. It goes
without saying that this method, which is successfully executed on land, cannot be generally
applied at sea, except on very rare occasions (e.g. from stationary ships if the sea is very
quiet). A good approximation to this ideal'method could possibly be reached if a rain-gauge
were installed on an anchored buoy. The transmission of the rainfall amolU1ts would have to
be done by wireless. Up to now no information is available indicating that such devices are
in action anywhere.
Therefore, we cannot reject the use of a ship as base for the rain-gauge and, consequentlYI we must take into account the disturbing influences which are inherent in this procedure. These are :

(a)

The disturbing effect of the ship on the air flow;

(b)

The disturbing effect of the rain-gauge on the air flow;

(0)

The effect of the motion of the gauge as caused or initiated by the ship's movement;

(d)

The effect of spray.
If the measuring is done, not on a stationary ship but on a moving one, this will
additionally complicate the analysis of the result.

A detailed but mainly theoretical treatment of rainfall measurement on ship-board
has been given by a CrMO Working Group;-7
(Appendix to CMM-IIjDoo. 45). The chief results
of the CH10 stud~' have been incorporated ::!.n this revlew as far as praotioable. The purpol:!e
of 1,he review ls to discuss those methods of measuring precipitation at sea that are available at present from a practical point of view 1 especially as regards the extent to which
tlW dt ffleul ties mentioned above have been overcome.
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It should be noted that this review is principally coneerned with the measurement of
liquid precipitation at sea. Climatological records, however, indicate that, for example,
at Ocean Station B,40 per cent to 50 per cent ot the wintertime observations include frozen
precipJtal.ion. Although other ocean stations report less snow, it is apparent that design·
of gauges and studies of precipitation at sea ought to comprise the collection and meaSlJrement of snowfall as an integral part of the problem of measurement of precipitation at sea.
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PREX::IPITATION MEASUREMENTS AT SEA

In view of this faot, the review given in the following paragraphs can only be oonsidered
as a first step direoted towards solving the whole complioated problem o~ measuring preoipitation at sea.
2.

ME.THODS OF MEASURING

2.1

Accuracy I'equired

In conformity with WMO Technical Regulation 3.4.8.3. the amounts of precipitation up
to 10 mm should be read to 0.2 rom; larger amounts to 2 per cent of the tota~. The required
acouracy of measurement should be the same as for reading. However, it should be. borne In
mind that due to the particular difficulties 1n making rainfall measurements 90 ship-board
the present accuracy of these measurements 1s liable to be muoh lesa than des~red.
The duration of precipitation should be recorded in rounded units of 5 minutes.
2~2

T?pes of rain-gauges used aboard ships

The information available may be summarized in the fOllowing table.
Table 1
Types of

ra1n-gauge~

Type
Ordinary rain-gauge
consisting of a collector above a funnel leading into a receiver.
Marine rain-gauge
consisting of a conical collector with a gaugeglass for reading. The gauge is hoisted into
the rigging; its orifice 15 kept in a (more or
less) horizontal position with respect to the
ship with the help of three lines.
Plastic rain-gauge
consisting of a simple collect.or, conical or
pyramidal in shape, with a graduation for reading or of a collector sited high up on the ship
and a plastic pipe leading down to a receiver.
Streamline rain-gauge
consisting of a marine rain-gauge completely
covered by a metallio rotational ellipsoid
(by which a streamline flow around the instrument shall be secured as well as possible) and
a funnel leading into a receiver. The horizontal diameter of the whole apparatus amounts to
about four times the diameter of the orifice.

used aboard ships
Additional
arrangement.B
With or without
wind shield; mounted
rigidly on the ship
or on gimbals •.

Countries
usiIlJ<· it
U.K.
Norway
France

Germany
Netherlands
Norway

U.S.A.
U.K.
Net/lerlands

Germany
(only tests
on- land were
made)
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With regard to the wind shield it should be mentioned that in Norway and the United
Kingdom the Nipher type 1s used. It consists of a solid metallic shteld, conical in !3hape,
which is mounted around the gauge in such a way that the upper edge of the wind.shteld Is
always on a level wit.h the rim of the gauge. The upper diameter of the shield amounts to
four times the diameter of the gauge.
In the United States, however, a oonical wire mesh screen of similar diameter Is used
as wind shield. The ratio of the mesh to open area is approximately one to one. The purpose
of the mesh is to reduce the air speed in the vicinity of the gauge without introducing a
solid surface which would produce a deflecting air flow.
The use of recording rain-gauges seems not to be justlfled at present in view
many inaccuracies inherent in rainfall observations at sea.

2.3

of the

Use of radar in estimating precipitation amounts

Bearing in mind the great difficulties connected with the use of rain-gauges on shipboard SOme services are considering methods of measuring precipitation at sea, which make
use of the fact that precipitation reflects the shorter wave-length radar emissions and depending upon drop size and forms of precipitation - the ,echo ,intensity 1s roughly, proportional to the precipitation intensity. The United states Weather Bureau. is equipping st~a
tegte meteorological offices with a high-powered 10 em radar for storm ~etection.·One particular use will be flood forecasting, since it has been found that an i~tegrated radar~cho
of a storm can be interpreted in terms of quantitative precipitation a~d run-off. Pre~ent
ship-board radar in the 3 em band is not particularly suitable for precipitation det~ct{on
over a large area because of attenuation. As improvements are made in techniques of determining precipitation amounts by radar it may be feasible to develop a test programme on an
Ocean Station Vessel. While it is recognized that much more work'must be done in this field,
the use of radar offers a great potential in determining quantitative areal preelpftation
at sea.

3.

3.1

. DISTURBING EFFEJ:;TS AND THEIR INFLUENCES ON THE RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS·
~ffect

of the ship on the air flow

Considering that measurements of precipitation at sea cannot be made ~t present without using a ship as carrier for the rain-gauge~ first of all we have to study the disturbances caused by the ship. Without any such obstacle the air fl~w near the sea surface may
be considered as approximately horizontal. The orifice of the gauge should, therefore, also
be horizontal in order to make sure that the correct precipitation amount may be caught.
Any distortion of the air flow in the neighbourhood of the gauge is .bound to" influenge the
catch. If there is, e.g., a strong vertical component of the air directed upwards i:1:. may
result that the raindrops move upwards and the rain-gauge catches nothing.
The disturbance of the air flow near the gauge may be partly caused by eddies of the
scale of centimetres or tens of centimetres which are a -result of the geometry·of the gauge
itself. These effects will be dealt with in section 3.2. Furthermore there will be eddies
of the scale of ~ say> decimetres or metres Which are produced by th,e superstruC?ture of the
ship. The task nOlfI is to find a site on a ship, where the distortion of the air flow caused.
by eddy Jnotion is negl1gibly small or where it can be made small by suitable- arrangements,
which should ensure especially that the local wind is always parallel to the or-ifice·- of the
gauge and that it is not subject to local aocelerations near the instl~ment.
'fwo ways can'be seen in order to realize these demands:
(a)

The rain-gauge may be s1ted as high as possible~ Her~ the supposl tion is tb.aJ;, the
ship_berne disturbances of the air flow l;iave sufficiently decreased in tbat height,:;.
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(b)

Pm;x::IPtTATION MEASUREMEN'rS AT SEA
The r~in-gauge may be inst~lled near the ~in deck~with its orifice always parallel
to the deck. Here it 1s presumed that the looal wind vector near the gauge is also
parallel to the deck.

(It goes without saying that any error 1n rainfall amount arising-from water drip-"
ping into the gauge from upper parts of the ship's superstructure or from-splashing must
be avoided in all these installations.)
Method (a) was tried in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Germany. The instruments were installed at the yard-arm, in. the rigging, or even on the very top of a mast. .
Procedure (b) was executed (besides others) on Norwegian weather ships. Here the
results were obtained if the raIn-gauge was protected" by a ~ind shield and sited on
the lifeboat deck, provided that the ship was drifting athwart the wind direction. The
gauge was placed with its orifice at the same height as the upper edge of the lifeboat shelters (2.46 m above deck).
~
b~st

After careful study of the references mentioned at the beginnin~ of this review the
following may be stated ,
At present we know very little about the real nature of the wind field around a moving or drifting vessel. There are, however, studies of the air flow ·over a ho:use L5J.whidl
will provide some idea of what may be expected over a ship and which, therefore, may serve
as a model. From this investigation it is clear "that unless a gauge'is exposed at~ height
of several times as great as the height of the house, the catch, eVen ~f asta~ionary.v~r
tical gauge. would be greatly in error". As an illustration to this theoretical result th~
following data of comparison shall be given :
For a period of 18 ~onths comparative measurements of rainfall were made in Hamburg·
both on the tower platform of the Seewetteramt (height above .ground 34 rn, above the'surface
of the river Elbe 58 m) and at a well-protected site on the groUnd nearby. The height dif"
ference between the two orifices amounted to 32.7 m. On the tower platform of the building
three different types of rain-gauges were read simUltaneously (namely : ordinary, marine
and streamline rain-gauge), whereas on the ground there, only the ordinary type was used.
All the gauges on the tower were within the disturbed zone. In Table 2 the total precipitation amount on the top of the bUilding is given in percentage of the catch measured simultaneously on the g~ound.
.
Table 2
Precipitation amount measured orr a tower in
total measured on the ground nearby
Type of rain_gauge
used on the tower

All sites on the
platform of the
tower were used

Ordinary rain-gauge

70 '"

Marine rain-gauge

85'"
68",

streamline rain-gauge

~

of the

Only the site in th.
centre of the tower
platform was used

77 '"
94%
68",

Though the similarity between the test described above and the real conditions at.
sea is only qualitative, at least the order of magnitUde of the rainfal~ def~cit caused by
an obstacle may be taken from these figures.
Naturally the precipitation error depends both upon wind d~rection and wlnd,speed J
the latter being the more important and more general influence. Some information about the
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lowering effect of wind speed is given in Table 3 which clearly shows the considerable oonsequences of wind speed increase.
Table

3

Precipitation amount measured on a tower in ~ of the total measured on the ground
nearby for different wind speeds (measured on the tower).
(Only the site in the centre of the tower platform was used)
Type of rain-gauge
used on the tower

0 - 4.9

Ordinary rain-gauge
Marine rain-gauge

Wind speed range in rrV s

5.0 - 9.9

10.0 - 14.9

87 %

79 %

17%

117 %

85 %

50 %

81 %

64%

25 %

Streamline rain-gauge

All the figures in the Tables 2 and 3 prove that rainfall measurements may be greatly
in error if they are executed in the disturbed zone of an obstacle. They seem to underline
the demand to take the rain-gauge away from the ship's superstructure and to site it as
high as possible.
Further evidence that this conclusion is just is given by a comparison of precipitation amounts received according to methods (a) and (b) : - method (b) seems to be lower than
(a). This conclusion may be drawn from the results obtained by the Dutch weather ships "Cir_
rus" and "Cumulus" during the months October to Decernberl956 and July to October 1958 when
they were stationed at Ocean Weather Station "M" ~66°N 02°E), thus relieVing the Norwegian
weather ships "Polarfront I and 11 11 normally operating at this point. The Netherlands data
were compared with the corresponding Norwegian values with the help of a suitable ooastal
reference station ;-8 7, and the comparison indicates that the conical marine gauge (installed high up in-the rigging) had collected roughly twice as much rain as the conventional
rain-gauge on the Norwegian vessel (installed on the lifeboat deck) would presumably have
done. This ratio showed a remarkably small scatter (from 1.7 to 2.4 for 7 different months).
Although part of the difference of catch may be due to differences between the two types of
rain-gauge, it is probable that most of the discrepancy can be explained by the failure of
the Norwegian exposure to fulfil adequately the basi~ supposition of method (b) - namely
that the wind flow is always parallel to the deck and to the orifice of the gauge and that
the air is not subjec~ to acceleration during its flow over the ship's side. These deviations may be due to the formation of vortices initiated by the shipls motion.
A synoptic study based on precipitation measurements on Norwegian weather ships ;-117
also leads to the result that such data tl are doubtful as absolute values" and "that the- gauge at station 1M' probably caught only half of the real precipitation on the sea at this
place ll • Another result mentioned in ;-11 7, i.e. that rainfall amounts gained on the lifeboat deck more or less equalled the catch of a gauge installed at the aftmast (14 m above
the deck), must be viewed critically since the gauge at the mast was furnished with a wind
shield whose real effect is not known at this site.
To sum up, it may be stated that siting a rain-gauge as high as possible should be
preferred to other exposures, e.g. to those near the superstructure. The special diffioulties involved in the recommended procedure will be dealt with in section 4.1.
3.2

Effect of the gauge on the air flow
This problem must be studied separately for each type of rain-gauge used aboard ships.

6
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With regard to the ordinary rain-gauge it can be said that its influence on the air
flow on ship-board, especially if i t is sited high up in the rigging, 1s possibly different
from the corresponding effects of' thl s instrument when installed. on the ground on land. Up
to now no invest.tgations have come to our knowledge whlch try to clear up this point. Some
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useful information on the subject may perhaps be taken from a paper of H.R. Mill ;-1
who
examined comparative measurements made in England during the years 1865-1874. He ~howed that
an ordinary rain-gauge sited over land at a height of 5 metres above the ground will on the
average catch only about .85 per cent of the true ~mount of rainfalL At a height of 10
metres it will probably catoh only about 65 per cent of the true amount, and in sites as
,exposed as those at sea the amount oaught would be even less, perhaps not mOre than 50 per
cent.
On ship-board these conditions are often complicated additionally by the fact that
the ordinary rain-gauge may be fitted with a wind shield, in order to reduce or eliminate
the effects of the eddies set up by the gauge itself and to reduce tIle vertical component
of the air passing over the gauge
;-10
Though there is general agreement that a
wind shield might be very useful if the gauge were still, it must be stated that this devioe
is of doubtful effectiveness when the gauge is swinging. Whenever the gauge is off vertical,
a shielded gauge may distort the air flow more than an unshielded one would do. Examples
for this effect can be found in ;-6 7. Especially when the gauges were sited 3 metres above
the roof of the balloon house (9:"3 ;- above sea surface) and were mounted on gimbals, the
types with a wind shield fastened to and, therefore, swinging With the gauge, gave a smaller
amount of rainfall than the unshielded ones. This difficulty may perhaps be mitigated or
even removed if a wire mesh screen is used instead of R solid one. Comparative measurements
are being made in the U.S.A. between wire mesh and solid shields as '''ell as unscreened rain-.gauges. Their results must be awaited.

;-9 Z

7.

;-87

The relevant qualities of the marine rain-gauge were tested in the Netherlands
by comparative measurements on land. Two marine rain-gauges were suspended 10 metres above
the ground. The readings of these gauges agreed well With one another. The mean difference
between the two gauges was found to be negligibly small. A comparison of 44 individual readings with the precipitation measured on the ground resulted in a mean difference of -0.03 rom
and a standard deviation of 0.16 rom. In two of the cases mentioned above the mean wind spee~
was more than 10 metres per second, whereas the wind gusts exceeded this limit in eight
cases. The maximum gusts reached 19 metres per second on a very rainy night during which
each of the two marine gauges collected an amount of 30.0 rom in six hours. At the same time
the "off1cial ll rain-gauge on the ground registered 29.8 IIU11. These results are surprisingly
clear. They show "that the marine rain-gauge, When suspended 10 m above the ground in an
exactly horizontal position, gives the true amount of rainfall as compared With standard
gauges on the ground ll •
The disturbing effect of the plastic rain-gauges has not been investigated up to now.
Comparative experiments were made in Germany with regard to the stream-line raingauge. ThOUgh thjs type was specially construoted in order to secure an air flow parallel
to the orifice, the result.s of comparison were somewhat disappointing. As Tables 2 and 3
show, the precipitation amounts caught by the ·streamline rain-gauge on the platform of a
tower were generally someWhat lower than those given by the ordinary rain-gauge and considerably belo~ the values of the marine rain-gauge. The relative insensibility of the streamline gauge with regard to local differences of exposure (centre or edges of the tower platform, see Table 2) seems to be the sale positive quality of this type.
Surrunar:!.zing, we
to be relatively small
ordinary rain-gauge on
especially With regard

are able to say that the effects of the gauge on the air flow seem
with the marine rain-gauge whereas the relevant qualities of the
ship-board and those of other types have to be investigated further
to the effeot of wind shields.
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Effect of Ute movement of the gauge

Owing to the motion of the shiPI a ship-borne rain-gauge moves in a very complicated
manner. Therefore it must be studied how the catch of the gauge is affected by this.
Lateral movements aI'e of no importance. Vertical displacements of the gauge also have

no effect on the catch, provided that the downward movement of the gauge does not exceed the
rate of fall of the drops. This only occurs with extremely small drops and for very short
time intervals. Therefore, it may be left aside.
Consequently only the angular movement of the gauge must be considered. It will neoes·Barfly reduce the total catoh since a smaller area than the real orifice will be presented
to the rain at times. When discussing this effect three factors must be taken into account
which complicate the problem considerably. These are:
(a)

The mounting of the gauge (rigid or in gimbals);

(I»

The slant of the rain;

(e)

The heeling of the ship.

While (a) depends upon our decision and we are able to select the most favourable
solution, (b) and (c) are Wind effects which cannot be avoided and, therefore, have to be
investigated.
Referring to (a) the following may be said :
If the rain-gauge is mounted rigidly, its movement is that of the ship. This case
is comparatively simple since the corresponding error in the amounts of precipitation may
be estimated by theoretical computation (see below).
If the gauge is mounted in gimbals it will not follow the ship's angular movement
but swinging wial still Occur due to
(i~

The movement of the points of Bupportr

(ii)

The wind.

It is difficult to make a theoretical estimate of the errors involved in this kind
of mounting, because the motion of the gauge is rather complicated. In extreme cases a
situation may possibly arise for some time where the orifice is fully presented to the wind.
Practical experience seems to indicate, however, that tile question of mounting is
not a real problem as the differences between rigid and gimbal mounting are small ( 1 per
cent in the mean). In particular these differences do not vary systematically with the wave
height, Which was taken as representative of the degree of rolling and pitohing of the
ship ;-6
For this reason the rigid mounting of rain-gauges should be given preference to
the i~st~llation of gimbals, especially when simplicity and economy are considered.

7.

Assuming that the rain-gauge is mounted rigidly we now turn to discussing the wind
effects (b) and (c). As mentioIled above~ it is possible to compute approximately the errors
caused by roll and pitch as well as by the slant of the rain.
(Since this evaluation is based on information about mean and maximum angle of roll
and pitch, wind, rate of fall of precipitation - all of which must be taken for the
total rainfall period _ it is evident that the results of this computation are more
important as general information on the expected errors of the measurements than as
correction factors for actual readings. The data necessary for this computation may
perhaps be obta1ned from ocean weather ships but are beyond the capabilities of an
ordinary merchant vessel.)
Supposing that the ship1s movements on the average follow the sinusoidal laws of
oscillation J that the range is spread out in accordance with a Gaussian distribu-tion, that
the slope of the rain (counted from the vertical) is less than the complement of the roll
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or pitch angles and that the mean list and the trim of the ship are zero, reference ['7J .
(Appendix to CMM-II/Doc. 45) gives numerical values for the error involved in precipitation
measurements. Generally they prove to be small. If, e.g., the characteristic angles of roll
and pitch are 20° and 100 respectively, the defl..cit in precipitation only amounts to 4 per cent.

The errors will increase, however, if it happens that the slope of the rain and especially of drizzle or snow, Is such that during parts of the roll (or pitoh) oscillation
precipitation does not enter the mouth of the instrument (i.e. if the slope of the rain
greater than the complement of the roll or pitch angles). Reference ;-7 7 (Appendix to CMMII/boc.45) also gives estimates for this case. These show that it is-only with strong winds
and marked ship's movements that this further approximation seems to be important and also
that it specially affects light rainfall. With a rolling angle of 200 , e.g., this influence
only becomes noticeable if the slope of the rain in the plane of roll exceeds 70°, which
with moderate rain (speed of fall 6 mls) would require a wind speed of more than 36 knots.
For the study of further Cases the correction tables for the influence of roll and pitch
given in
(Appendix to CMM-II/boc. 45) have been reproduced in an appendix to this review.

Is

L7J

It should be stated here that the above values were obtained theoretically. These
computations are necessarily based on simplified hypotheses and the results obtained may be
inaccurate. Since there is no other information for the time being, these theoretical .investigations form an important contribution to clarifYing the influence of the ship's movements on ship-borne precipitation measurements. Nevertheless they need to be confirmed by
suitable investigations.
Moreover} one effect has been omitted in the theoretical treatment. As list and trim
of the ship were assumed to be zero, no allowance was made for the heeling of the ship which
occurs if there is a component of wind across the ship. Some figures referring to this wind
effect may be found in ;-5
The magnitude of the error caused by the heeliQg depends upon
the slope of the rain. With rain falling vertically a heel of 5° leads to a precipitation
deficit of only 0.5 per cent, but with rain falling at an angle of 50° to the vertical the
under-reading will amount to about 7 per cent. With a gale blowing, a vessel may heel over
at an angle of 5-10 0 and the slope of the rain may reach 65°. Then the error due to the
heeling may often be as much as 10-15 per cent.

7.

Summing up all the information, which may be given with reference to the effect of
the movement of the gauge, we are trying to handle this complicated matter in a most simple
way by fixing an upper limit for the wind effects which will include the great majority of
cases happening at sea. The deviation from reality will not be very great, if we tentatively
take as this upper limit I
30 knots
60°

Wind speed
Slope of moderate rain to the vertical
Angle of roll
Angle of pitch

" 20°
{. 10°

The following maximum errprs of rainfall measurements may then be expected generallYI
Effect of roll and pitch
Effect of heeling
total error
Further investigations should therefore be stimulated with the aim of reducing the
effects of the ship's movement on precipitation measurements at sea.
3.4

Effect of spray

Theoretically this effect offers no difficulties since any errors due to spray may
be eliminated by measuring the salinity of the collected water.
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In practice, however, this influence is rather inconvenient for the following two
reasons

1

(1)

The determination of the salinity of the catch is a considerable and unwelcome oomplication of rainfall measurements at sea when executed as routine work;

(ii)

It is by no means certain that the amount of sea salt measured in the catch ori.
ginates from spray alone4 Since everything on the Buperstructure of a ship becomes
more or less tainted with salt, salt deposited in the funnel of the gauge could be
washed into the gau~e and would affect the salinity of the catch without affecting its amount. In ~6-1 it is stated that the salinity of rainfall amount may even exceed the salinity of sea water around the ship, which result may be clearly due to
deposition of salt in the gauge during storms, or possibly even to dripping from the
superstructure or rigging.

The only possibility of overcoming this difficulty is to expose the gauge at a height
where spray is no longer troublesome. Thus the effect of the ship on the air flow and the
effect of spray lead to similar recommendations with regard to the site of the gauge.
On British ocean weather ships it was round ;-77 (CMM-II!boc.52) that at the height
of about 17 m no significant quantity of spray was ~aught. This statement agrees well with
results given in
which tlsuggest that the amount of spray water may normally be
neglected in gaug~s ~hich are sited at a level above 16 mil. With wind speed between 20 and
27 knots the percentage amount of sea water in the gauge, exposed at the height of 16 m,
was about 2.6 per ~ent in the mean". This solution seems to be an ac.ceptable one, at leastfor the time being.

rS 7

4.

CHE:;JITNG RAINFALL DATA MEkSURJID ON SHIPS

In this paragraph it is intended to discuss how far the disturbing effects on rainfall measurements at sea have been overcome. For this purpose the unquestionable results
reached in the foregoing sections must be taken as a basis~ i.e., only exposures need to
be discussed in which the gauge is mounted rigidly and sited as high as possible.
4.1

Comparison between diiferent sites on the same ship

In order to verify that a gauge mounted high up is not being affected by the air flow
caused by the ship the following procedure seems to ~e suitable: Two identical gauges are
sited in similar positions on opposite sides of the ship. If the rainfall amounts of both
gauges agree sufficiently, then it is~ perhaps, a reasonable assumption that this exposure
is well outside the zone disturbed by the ship.

;-.( 7

The first investigations of this kind were carried out on British weather ships ;-5

Z

(CMM-II!boc. 52).. The two gauges were placed on either side of the yard-arm on thefor~mast of a weather ship. The result of comparison was somewhat difficult to understand t

The agreement between both gauges was not obtained to better than + 50 per cent. This would
suggest that the exposure still was not unaffected by the ship. On-the other hand~ it was
the lee gauge which gave the lowest readings, contrary to expectations. Moreover, measurements of' wind flow on the ship proved that this flow was horizontal at the place of measurement and that it was not subject to local accelerations. Subsequent observations, where the
gauges were mounted on the mainmast, have also shown larger catches in the windward gauge.
Later investigations on DutCh weather ships ;-87 helped to clear this discrepancy.
Two marine rain-gauges were hoisted up in the rigging
the centre mast high above the
wheel-house, one on port, the other on starboard. The height above sea level was 18 m approximately. The differences between the two gauges were both negative and positive, their
absolute values being more or less proportional to the mean amount of rainfall. They did not
seem to be produced by disturbances of the ship, especially they did not show any correlation

of
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with either wind speed or relative wind direction. Th!l rather appeared to have an accidental cause. Searching for this cause Verploegh ;-8 / studied the effect that a small tilt
of the gauge may have on the catch. Such accident;l tilts can hardly be avoided with the
marine rain-gauge since it Is not possible to fix the gauge with its orifice in an exact
"horizontal" position in the rigging, high above the observer, only by the help of lInes
fastened below. As the gauge has to be lowered to the deok for each reading, the deviations
from the horizontal will be different every time. It was shown in
that even slightly
tilted gauges may give rise to rather large errors in the readlngs~ e~g., a deviation from
the horizontal of only +2.5P and - 2.5 0 for the two gauges respectively is sufficient to
account for the mean percentage rainfall difference (+ l7.~) observed on the Dutch weather
ship tfCirrus ll •

;-8 7

From this result the following conclusion may be drawn

I

In order to secure accurate observations the rain-gauge must be fixed in such a
manner that its orifice is horizontal when the ship is lying in still water. This demand
cannot be easily fulfilled with the marine rain-gauge in its present form. It could be
reached by a fixed collector high up in the mast and a plastic pipe leading down to a receiver. Investigations of this kind are going on in the Netherlands. The difficulty with
this procedure is, however, how to clean the gauge. Therefore, further studies are necessroy
in order to develop a suitable type of rain.gauge for accurate measurements high up in ·a
ship.
4.2

Comparison between rainfall measurements on ships and on islands or at coastal stations nearby

When searching for further possibilities of checking rainfall data obtained on shipboard, simultaneous measurements on neighbouring islands or coastal stations may be considered. With this procedure the statistical nature of rainfall measurements should be duly
accounted for.
On a micro-scale, differences of the amount of rainfall will occur in areas covered
by a single rain shower as the result of field differences in the rainfall itself. Over
larger areas, of meso-scale size, the occurrence of showers and the amount of precipitation
they produce will greatly vary between different places. Over still larger areas, that of
the synoptic macro-scale size, the differences of the rainfall data at two places will
also be influenced by differences of the general weather conditions, i.e., the passage of
frontal disturbances, the prevalence of certain weather types, connected either ~ith certain
air mass characteristics or with local features of the general circulation. Besides, orographic effects may influence the precipitation measured on land and, possibly, also over
coastal waters. Little information is, however, as yet available about the influence of orographic effects on the micro-structure of rainfall ~2-7, ~3-l.

The "point measurements" of a stationary rain-gauge may in this light be considered
as samples drawn from a population of rainfall amounts which is the more coherent the
smaller the area under consideration, that is, the smaller the distance between the two stations of comparison

L4J.

Thus, in general, quantitative deductions from comparative rainfall measurements at
two neighbouring places may successfully be made only in terms of the statistical correlation between the data of the two stations, whether they represent daily measurements, or
monthly or yearly precipitation totals.
In doing so one need not enter the generally unknown physical details of processes
which might lead to the differences observed; the appropriate procedure is that of finding
a station on land where there is a statistically significant correlation between the rainfall data and the corresponding precipitation amounts gained on ship-board to ensure reliable deductions.

PRECIPITATION MEASUIlMNTS AT SEA
An example of this procedure is given in ~8-7 (with
tions of two ocean weather ships, whioh took turns and have
both at the same time, have successfully been compared with
data of a coastal station at great distance. The comparison
of the suffioiently high oorrelation of the data of the two
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appendix), where the observatherefore never been on station
the help of the corresponding
was made possible only because
stations.

In consequence of the statistical nature of the "point measurements" of precipitation
the correlation of corresponding rainfall data, gained on ship-board and on a reference station on land J may be expected to decrease with increasing distance, while the correlationmay be found to increase when precipitation totals are considered over longer periods. The
correlation will naturally be influenced by local orographic effects Which might be relnforced by convection.
The choice of the reference station, for the purpose of checking rainfall data gained
on ship-board, should, therefore, be guided by the following principles}
(a)

The influence of orographic effects should be as small as possible. The most favourable site will undoubtedly be a small and flat island;

(b)

The distance between the ship and the reference station should be small.

The choice of the length of the period for which precipitation totals will be considered depends to a certain extent on the possibility of satisfying condition (b). In most
cases monthly totals may preferably be considered; under favourable conditions, even the
daily measurements may be used.
Places which are really favourable for such comparisons will not be found -frequently.
Some preliminary results of kindred investigations are dssoribed in ;-12
and ;-13
Monthly rainfall totals - measured with marine gauges on light-ships-and-with ordinary gaug-es
on islands - were compared with each other. The nature of the two islands used for this comparison is such that the orographic effect seems to be rather small. The distances between
the stations compared varied between 5 and 24 nautical miles. The islands themselves were
4.5 and 26 nautical miles off the coast. When all 342 monthly totals were taken as a whole
a mean percentage rainfall deficit of -9.9 per cent resulted for the light-ships, the standard deviation of the rainfall differences being 32 per cent.

7

7.

In view of the considerable dispersion of monthly rainfall differences between ship/
island, the causes of these differences will need further investigation when sufficient material for studying the possible influences (as, e.g., wind direction and wind speed, ship's
course) is available.
Examples of comparisons between rainfall measurements on ships and at coastal stations or on mountainous islands, generally at rather great distances, are given in ~6-7,
7 and r l l 7. In these studies ra:!.nfall measurements at Ocean Weather Station 11M"
T66°N 2°E)-are-discussed in their relations to precipitation data from the Faroe Islands
and from islands lying off the Norwegian coast. These comparisons refer to rainfall amounts
gained within the same period at all corresponding stations as well as to values measured
during the passing of the same precipitation area at these stations. In ~6-? the approach
is a rather preliminary one and no direct comparison has been made between the rainfall
measurements at station "Mil and those at a certain coastal station. The chief results given
in ~8-7 were already desoribed in section 3.1.

rs

In ;-11 7.an attempt has been made to study in greater detail the influence of some
of the phySical processes which lead to dlfferences of precipitation amounts at different
stations .. In part.icular It was tried by means of a synoptic study of precipitation patterns
to estimate the local orographic effects at some coastal and island statioI1S surrounding the
Ocean Weather Station "M" at great distance. After arriving at an estimated reduction of
50 per cent with regard to the orographic influences at the coastal stations~ Spinnangr /li7
reaches the tentative conclusion tlthat the measurements of precipitation at station "M"
on an average, at any rate only half of the real amounts in the area l1 as was already

wa;e
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mentioned in section 3.1. Combining this conolusion with the re6ult of rS
able to say that the marine gauges concerned caught about the real amou~t

7,

of

we 6hou1d be
precipitation.

Fonseoa re-discussed Spinnangrls values with statistical methods in a contribution
presented to the CMM Working Group on Technioal Problems. He used the same reduotion faotor
(50 per cent) with regard to the orographic effect as Spinnangr J but arrived at a result
different from Spinnangr's namely that a mean monthly probable deficit of -15 per cent may
equally be derived for the rainfall measurements at station "W' I thus proving once more the

ambiguity of such oomparisons which can only offer reliable quantitative contributions to "
the solution of the problem under consideration if there exists a statistically significant
\oorrelation between the stations compared.

'5.

CONCWSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A short summary of the results reached in this review is given here. The corr.eaponding arguments may be found in the foregoing paragraphs.
Exposure:
In order to reduoe the ship's influence on rainfall measurements at sea, sh1pborne
precipitation gauges (at lea6t its COllectors) should be installed a6 h~gh as possible. '
The rigid mounting of rain-gauges should be preferred to the installation on gimbals.
Speoial attention should be devoted to fixing the rain-gauge in such a manner that
its orifice is horizontal when the ship is lying in still water.
Encouragement should be given to the development of a rain-gauge installed on an
anchored buoy from which the rainfall data could be transmitted by wireless.
Type of gauge
The ideal gauge for use on ship-board has not yet been found.
A fixed collector high up in the mast together with a plastic pipe leading down to
a receiver seems to come very near the best solution if the problem of cleaning the apparatus can be solved.
Until a better apparatus has been construoted and tested, the marine rain-gauge may
be oonsidered as a useful preliminary instrument.
The benefit to be obtained from solid or wire mesh wind shields, if the gauge is
sited high up on a ship, should be studied.
The use of radar in estimating preoipitation amounts at sea should be investigated.
Effect of the movement of the gauge

~

Though this effect will not be important, in the majority of ca6e6, investigations
should be 6timulated with the aim of confirming the theoretical re6ults and of furtherreduoing this influence.
Effeot of sea spray :
If rain-gauges are sited at a level above 16 m - whioh is already required, in order
to reduce the shipls influenoe on the catch - this error is not oonsidered as serious.
Comparisons :
Comparisons between rainfall measurements gained on ship-board and, preferably, on
small flat islands should be continued at different plaoes 1n order to arrive at sound
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correction fact.ors foT' ship-borne ra1nfa!1 data. Hereby special stress should be laid on

ensuring the statistical significance of the results. The measurinp; stations on flat islands
must fulfil thE' requirements for exposure of the gauge laid down in section 7.2.3 of the
ltOuide to International Meteorological Instrument and Observing Practicesll(WMO Publication
No. 8.TP.3).

Operational questions
Anchored or drifting vesseJ

l; or'

buoys are more sui table as rainfall measuring sta-

tions than moving vessels. Therefore, stationary ships and anchored buoys should form the
backbone of the rainfall observing scheme at sea, whereas moving ships may be considered
as supplementary rainfall observing stations. When recruiting merchant vessels as rainfall
observers, preference should be given to ships engaged in line service.
Precipitation amounts caught on a moving ship should be corrected by making allowances for the movement of the ship during the rain. This can only be done with a fair amoun.t
of reliability on the base of synoptic weather charts. Therefore, this work will form part
of the checking procedure to be executed afterwards in collecting centres of maritime weather
observations.
Since rainfall observations at sea must be considered as an essential part of weather
obserVing and, moreover, since the observations of other meteorological elements are in
part necessary to correct rainfall data gained on ship-board, it does not seem advisable
to set up a separate system of rainfall observing with special observation times and logbooks. It should rather be recommended to incorporate rainfall measurements fully into the
usual observing scheme. This procedure also seems to be the most economical way. The possible reluctance of the ships' crews to accept additional duties should be overcome by
pointing out the special importarJce of rainfall data from the oceans.
Consequently, the reading of rainfall amounts should be made at the main synoptic
hours at least twice a day, preferably in the morning and in the evening. Additionally the
kind of precipitation and its duration in rounded units of 5 minutes (within the time interval covered by the reading of the rain-gauge) should be noted.
Final remark :
It should be borne in mind that establishing a system of rainfall observing at sea
will be a routine work which has strong characteristics of a research programme. Although
it must be anticipated that the coverage of the vast ocean regions with rainfall data will
not be sufficient - at least for some time - to give a representative overall rainfall pattern and although special experiences must be acquired with regard to checking, correcting,
working up and charting rainfall data from ship-board, every effort should be made in order
to improve our present knowledge of precipitation at sea.

6.

'l'llEORETICAL CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS FOR 'l'llE INFLUENCE OF ROLL AND PITCH

It seems preferable to introduce correction factors for application to the amounts
of water collected by a rain-gauge moving with the ship. These factors can easily be determined by means of the following tables. If A is the mean amount of roll expressed in degrees
and counted from the vertical and AM is the maximum amount observed during the rainfall
period, then
Aact.

=

A

Similarly. B being the mean amount of pitch, and

~

the observed maximum, then
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Table I provides (by visual interpolation) the value of the correction ooefficient,
exact to 1 per oent, in terms of Aaot • and Bact.
It often happens, however, that the slope Ifi" of the rain, and especially of drizzle
or snow, 1s such that during parts of the roll (or pitch) oscillation, the rain does not
enter the mouth of the instrument (i;> 90° - A (or B» whilst the amount Which enters when
the rain-gauge inclined windward is exaggerated.
In such a case, it is necessary to apply to the coefficient C obtained from Table I,
a correction "kit, making allowance for this new source of error.
If "I II 1s the angle between the rain and the vertioal (see Table II) for a rainfall
without wind, (1 = 0 0 ) and ~ 1s the azimuth of the direction of the true wind, we must first
work out the components i A and i B of the rainfall (or snowfall) angle in relation to the
vertical, in the planes of roll and pitch; then tg i = tg i sin p and tg i B = tg i cos p,
A
Where p is the angle made by the direction of the rainfall (of the wind) with the axis of
the ship, p = r - (j, where r = ship's route, ~ = azimuth of the ':lind.

Table I

Table showing correction coefficient C for roll and pitch effects

Aact •
10°

15°

20°

25°

30°

35°

40°

45°

1.002

1.008

1.018

1.031

1.050

1.073

1.100

1.134

1.174

1.002

1.004

1.010

1.020

1.033

L051

1.074

1.103

1.137

1.176

10°

1.008

1.010

1.017

1.026

1.040

1.059

1.080

1.110

1.143

1.183

15°

1.018

1.020

1.026

1.035

1.050

1.068

1.090

1.120

1.154

1.194

20°

1.031

1.033

1.040

1.050

1.062

1.082

1.105

1.134

1.170

1.210

25°

1.050

1.051

1.059

1.068

1.082

1.101

1.125

1.155

1.190

1.231

30°

1.073

1.074

1.080

1.090

1.105

1.125

1.150

1.180

1.216

1.260

35°

1.100

1.103

1.110

1.120

1.134

1.155

1.180

1.210

1.247

1.292

40°

1.134

1.137

1.143

1.154

1.170

1.190

1.216

1.248

1.285

1.330

45°

1.174

1.176

1.183

1.194

1.210

1.231

1.260

1.292

1.331

1.377

0

5°

0°

1.000

5°

Bact.
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Table II
Mean angle i of rainfall in terms of speed of
fall and true mean wind speed

Speed of true wind

0

in m/s

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Speed of fall

Rain

o m50/s

Fine snow

0°

63°5 76°

80°5 82°5 84°3 85°2 85°9 86°4 86°8 87°1

m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s

0°
0°
0°
0°

45°
26°5
14°
9"5

69"5
45°
26°5
18°5

71°5
56°9
37°
26°5

8m/s

0°

7°

14°

20°5 26°5 32°

10

12

14

Drizzle,
snowflakes

1
Heavy drizzle 2
Light rain
4
Moderate rain 6

Very heavy
rain

Speed of true wind
in m/s

16

76°
63°5
45°
34°

18

78°7
68°2
51°3
39"8

20

80°5
71°5
56°5
45°

81°9
74°1
60°2
49"4

37°

41°2 45°

22

24

82°9
76°
63°4
53°1

26

83°7
77°5
66°
56°3

84°3
78°7
68°2
59"

48°

51°3

28

30

Speed of fall

Rain

Fine snow
Drizzle,
snowflakes

o m 50/s

1
Heavy drizzle 2
Light rain
4
Moderate rain 6

m/s
m/s
m/s
m/s

87°1 87°6 88°

88°2 88°4 88°6 88°7 88°8 88°9 89"

84°3
78°7
68°2
59"

86°4
82°9
76°
69"4

85°2
80°5
71°6
63°4

85°9
81°9
74°1
66°8

86°8
83°7
77°5
71°6

87°1
84°3
78°7
73°3

87°4 87°6 87°8
8Jl08 85°2 85°6
79"7 80°5 81°3
74°7 76° 77°

89"05

88° 88°1
85°9 86°2
81°9 82°4
77°9 78°7

Very heavy

8 m/s

rain

51°3 56°3 60°3. 63°4 66°

68°2 7°°

71°5 72°9 74°1 75°1

Values k 1 and k 2 applicable to the two components, are then obtained from Table III,
bearing in mind Aact . and Bact. respectively, and a mean coefficient k = k k
is adopted.
1 2
The coefficient k thus determined is added to the value C obtained from Table I,

giVing us Itrue

= C.k.I meas.

I
II
II
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Table III

I

Table of correction coefficients k l k a for the
angle of rainfall (snowfall)

~
AlB

0°

5°
10°
15°

45°

50°

55°

60°

62°

64°

660

68°

70°

72°

74°·

76"

78"

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

0.99 O.gr

1
1

0.99 o.gr 0.94 0.90
1
0.99 0.98 o.gr 0.94 0.91 0.87 0.81
1
0.99 0.98 o.gr 0.95 0.92 0.88 0.84 0.79 0.73
1
1
0.99 o.gr 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.83 0.78 0.72 0.66
1
0.99 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.88 0.85 0.80 0.76 0.71 0.65 0.59
0.99 0.96 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.78 0.74 0.69 0.64 0.60 0.54

780

80°

81°

82°

83°

84°

85°

86°

87"

BBo

89"

0°

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

5°
10°

1
1

1

O.gr

0.90

1

1

o.gr

15°
20°

o.gr

0.99
0.·90
0.79
0.70
0.61

20°
25°
30°
35°
40"
45°

25°
30°
35°
400
45°

1
1

1
1
1

0.93
0.90 0.83
0.81 0.74

0.73 0.65
0.66 0.58
0.59 0.52
0.54 0.49

1
1
1

1

0.94 0.90 0.84
0.86 0.81 0.75 0.68
0.75 0.69 0.63 0.56
0.64 0.59 0.52 0.46
0.56 0.52 0.46 0.40

0.77 0.67
0.60 0.49
0.49 0.40

90°

0
0.80 0.60 0
0.50 0.30 0
0.35 0.20 0
0.29 0.18 0

0.39 0·31 0.23 0.13 0
0.34 0.28 0.21 0.11 0
0·54 0.50 0.45 0.41 0.36 0.30 0.25 0.18 0.09 0
0.49 0.45 0.41 0.36 0.31 0.25 0.20 0.15 0.08 0
0.45 0.41 0·37 0.33 0.28 0.24 0.18 0.13 0.07 0
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I

If the ship has a mean roll of 20° and a pitch of 10 0 , Table I provides a coefficient
C of 1.04. The moderate rain - speed of fall of 6 mls _ is falling with a cross wind (true
wind following the axis of the ship) of 13 mis, thus at an angle of 65'. Table II indicates
k l = 1 and k 2 = 1; therefore, k = 1 and the coefficient remains 1.04.

If it is drizzle (speed of fall of 1
and the coefficient becomes Oa58.

mls),

i = 85°, k l = 0.56, k - 1.00, k - 0.56
2

The rain-gauge is therefore colleoting too much water

and the amount received should be multiplied by 0.58 to obtain the true amount reaching the
·surface of the sea.

With a 45° tail- or headwind, P = 45° and i A = i a = 82°, so that k l - 0.75, k 2 - 0.97
and the final coefficient C.k = 0.75. The correctl~n is therefore less.
With a tail- or headwind, P = 90°, i A - 0', i a - 85', k l =1, k - 0.84, k - 0.84
2

and C.k

=

0.87. so that the correction is even less.
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